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Summary
Holeta Bee Research Center (HOLETA), a technical partner for SAMS project (https://samsproject.eu/) to improve the local beekeeping and honey production capacity to meet the
producers’ demand with regard to utilizing the existing potential of the resources prepared
this beekeeping training manual to serve as a guideline for users. The purpose is to improve
production and productivity of beekeepers through beekeepers and beekeeping technicians’
capacity building. Different topics are included in this training manual: introducing about
SAMS project, types of beekeeping in Ethiopia, apiary site and consideration for its selection,
different Honeybee colony seasonal management activities, managements of some honey and
seasonal colony management calendar for different regions of Ethiopia are included. On top of
these honeybee diseases and pests management guideline for is covered. Therefore, this manual
will help beekeepers and beekeeping technicians to build their capacity towards understanding
of the modern beekeeping and its benefits.

The SAMS project
SAMS: International Partnership on Innovation in Smart Apiculture Management Services.
SAMS is a three-year consortium project supported by the EU's Horizon 2020 research and
innovation program. The project with the focus on Smart Apiculture Management Services
started in January 2018 and is implemented by GIZ in collaboration with two partners from
Ethiopia and Indonesia and one each from Austria, Germany and Latvia. SAMS is in pursuit
of the EU commitment to the UN Sustainable Development Goal (SDG N°2) “End hunger,
achieve food security and improve nutrition and promote sustainable agriculture”

Initiation and focus of SAMS
Bees play a key role in the preservation of our ecosystem, the global fight against hunger as
well as in ensuring our existence. They have high potentials to foster sustainable development
but they are not used effectively. Particularly in Ethiopia, beekeepers have limited access to
modern beekeeping equipment and bee management systems. Due to these constraints, the
sector is far behind its potential. Out of the estimated production potential of 500 thousand tons
of honey and 50 thousand tons of beeswax, only about 11 % honey and nearly 8 % of the
beeswax produced per year. If beekeeping system modernized and honey and wax production
increased, livelihoods of beekeepers will be improved. Modern beehives like Langstroth,
Dadant, Zandar and others, produce ten times higher production than the traditional hives used
in Ethiopia. Despite this advantage, the technologies are still not appreciated in ET, Why? The
reasons are so many, but the major ones are:
 Seasons of the year are not stable and bee management is not developed according to the
situation
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 In very small coverage of modern and transitional beekeeping (about 10 %), productivity
is very low because of lack of experience by the beekeepers, shortage of accessory
equipment etc.
 In traditional beekeeping, it is not possible to inspect colonies and honey harvesting is
based on guessing the flow, but only small quantity or no harvest at all
 If no inspection, it is not possible to follow colony conditions like colony health, which can
cause colony losses
Therefore, hive type which allows colony inspection is crucial for better honey yield and
pollination services. Use of accessary equipment is mandatory. On top depending on seasonal
colony management for production and productivity improvement is so crucial. Unwanted hive
operations like frequent hive inspections can cause low production and productivity and even
can lead to cause colony losses by destroy the inner order of the honeybee nests, for example
by breaking wax bridges between combs and affecting health. There is lots of technical gap
on how to open hives for inspection for identifying colony conditions, necessary conditions to
open hives and for how long hives should stay open, which combs should pulled out and kept
outside of the hives during hive inspection and how it affects the behavior of bees or nest
structure/architecture. On top, local honeybees are aggressive and not possible to work with
them during the daytime for proper management. To solve these problems, using beehivemonitoring equipment is proposed as best option and the SAMS consortium, is developing
advanced beehive monitoring sensor technologies that will be used remotely and help increase
production and productivities of beekeeping. SAMS business development will also help to
create jobs, triggers investments, and establishes knowledge exchange through networks along
the whole beekeeping value chain.

Overall Objective of the project
The overall objective of SAMS is to strengthen international cooperation of the EU with
developing countries in ICT, concentrating on the field of sustainable agriculture as a vehicle
for rural areas. The SAMS Project aims to develop and refine an open source remote sensing
technology and user interaction interface to support smallholder beekeepers in managing and
monitoring the health and productivity in their own bee colonies. Highlighted will be especially
the production of bee products and the strengthening of resilience to environmental factors.
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Specific objectives to achieve the aim:
1. Addressing requirements of communities and stakeholder
2. Adapted monitoring and support technology
3. Bee related partnership and cooperation
4. International and interregional knowledge and technology transfer
5. Training and behavioral responses
6. Implementation of SAMS Business cooperation

Methodology
Based on the User Centered Design the core activities of SAMS include the development of
marketable SAMS Business Services, the adaption of hive monitoring system for local needs
and usability as well as the adaption of Decision Support System (DSS) based on an open
source system. As a key factor of success, SAMS uses a multi stakeholder approach on an
international and national level to foster the involvement and active participation of beekeepers
and all relevant stakeholders along the whole value chain of beekeeping sector.

The output of the project
A physical low-cost beehive model that will be adapted to local conditions, integrated with
open source sensor and ICT.
 A DSS based on analyzing data from source colony by describing different states of the
colony such as health, vitality, production
 Instant advisory support tool for urgent issues (Bee-Health issue, swarming, fully
functional with real time data only)
 accumulated data for non urgent issues (information on yields, time for harvest)
 Both should alert the beekeeper in an easily understandable way about the condition of the
colony
 Business concept for bee management and local production of the developed beehive with
integrated hive monitoring system

Impact of the project
SAMS increases production of bee products, creates jobs (particularly youths/ women),
triggers investments and establishes knowledge exchange through networks. SAMS results are
of major interest for stakeholders along the whole value chain of beekeeping aspects. In the
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long-term, it will have a positive effect on the local engineering capacity and innovation
potential. By cooperation with other networks, SAMS technology will be promoted worldwide
to beekeepers as well as data beneficiaries. Of course, this inter-sectoral and intercontinental
cooperation aims to research causes and find solutions to fight the worldwide trend of
decreasing bee colony population.

What is beekeeping?
Beekeeping is an art of keeping bee colonies. It is the technique of supervising, manipulating
and maintaining healthy colony of bees in a hive designed for convince of operator. The type
of beekeeping practices can be relatively simple, using low-level technologies or can be
complicated procedures, using more sophisticated equipment. At any level of technology,
beekeeping can be lucrative if the level used well mesh with the local cultural and economic
reality. In Ethiopia, beekeeping is a long-standing traditional practice and currently about
around 1.8 million household farming communities are estimated to keep bees of which 99%
of them are direct producers of bee products.

Why Beekeeping?
Beekeeping is an activity that fits well with the concept of small-scale agricultural development
for human economic benefits. It is a labor-intensive activity undertaking and easily integrated
into agricultural endeavors or forestry developments. Honeybees are very important
components of agricultural productivity as they paly crucial role in crop productivity and in
maintaining our natural ecosystems through their active pollination services. They are very
useful in utilizing resources otherwise unused - nectar and pollen.

As a bee-human relationship already exists for several years in every corner of the country, the
objective of this basic training material is to help the beekeepers and bee technicians to learn
new and more efficient methods of apiculture to increase the utilization of bee resource already
exists in the country. All the inputs necessary for carrying out a beekeeping can be made
locally. Thus, a beekeeping can create job for jobless and serve as additional income source for
already engaged people. However, to be profitable beekeeping should base on knowledge and
technical skills. Availability of outside resources or inputs do nothing if knowledge and basic
skill of beekeeping are missing. Skilled and knowledgeable beekeepers usually consider honey
as cash crop instead of a product for home consumption. Honey and beeswax have high cash
value relative to their weight and bulk. If proper bee management is implemented and bee
health is maintained, beekeeping is a very economical venture. While there are ready
international markets for bee products such as honey and beeswax, low production volume per
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beekeeper and quality issues are the two factors affecting the market. Therefore, knowledge
and skill based beekeeping can improve this condition.

In areas where the beekeeping industry is well-developed, there are markets for products like
pollen and propolis as well. These products have also high potential if considered in Ethiopian
beekeeping venture too. Production of pollen is relatively easier and there are also potential
local marketing outlets for this product as dearth period bee feed in most areas. Another product
of beekeeping is bees themselves. As beekeeping is established culture in Ethiopia, market for
bee colonies developing in several areas of the country and beekeepers already start supplying
bee colonies to others who want to start profitable beekeeping based on the type of beekeeping
system preferred by the beekeeper.

Types of beekeeping in Ethiopia
The types of beekeeping are defined based on the type of beehives and placement of the
apiaries. Based on this approach, three different beekeeping types are exercised in Ethiopia.
These are:
1. Traditional beekeeping
2. Transitional beekeeping
3. Modern (frame hive) beekeeping

Traditional beekeeping
Traditional beekeeping is a kind of keeping bees in a fixed comb hives as in the forest type of
beekeeping but with some sort of safeguarding made for the bees. Traditional beekeeping is
one of the oldest practices in Ethiopia, which has been carried on for thousands of years.
Currently, about 90 % of the beekeeping in different parts of the country is undertaken by using
traditionally made hives. Traditionally constructed hives are mostly cylindrical in shape and
single chamber fixed comb having different sizes (about 1-1.5meter in length & 30-50cm
width). There are over 10-types of such local hives made of cheap & locally available materials
like clay, straw, bamboo, false banana leaves, bark of trees, logs, animal dung, grasses, wicker
etc. (Figure-1).
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Figure 1: different types of traditional beehives made from different materials

Since the combs (brood, honey, pollen combs) are fixed on the top of the hive body, the honey
can only be removed by breaking or cutting out the combs. Traditional beekeeping system has
its own advantages and disadvantages.

Advantages
1. The construction of the hive is very simple.
2. The hive can be constructed from locally available materials.
3. It doesn’t require modern equipment to run the practices, which is very expensive.
4. It does not require skilled work force to construct the beehives and run the beekeeping.
5. Helps easily catching swarm

Disadvantages
1. Inconvenient to inspect and for internal feeding during the need for supplementary by
the bee colonies.
2. Very small in size hence leads to uncontrollable swarming
3. No possibilities for adding extra hive bodies
4. No partition ship between brood chamber and honey chamber

5. Small and less quality harvest

Transitional beekeeping
Transitional (intermediate) beekeeping is one of the improved methods of keeping bees using
top bar hives. In this case, the type of hive used are Kenya Top Bar hive (currently
modified/innovated as Ethiop-ribirab) and widely under application in the country (Figure-2).
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This type of hive is trapezoid-shaped with sidewalls and bottom covered with thin sticks and
top of the hive covered with bars of a specified width. The top bars are 3.2 cm wide and 48.3
cm long and are arranged across the hive top. Honeybees build their combs attached to these
specified width top bars, instead of attaching comb to the beehive body as in fixed comb
traditional beehive. Each Ethiop-ribirab hive accommodates 27 pieces of “Top Bars". To help
the honeybees to place their combs on the right position on the bar, a line of bees wax is
smeared at the centre of each bar. The wax is also serve as certain attractive scent in the hive
to attract swarms of honeybees. Transitional beekeeping system has its own advantages and
disadvantages as the two previous beekeeping systems.

Figure 2: Transitional beehive (Ethio-Ribrab) made from bamboo and plastered with mud

Advantages of Top Bar Hive - Honeycombs built on bars are easily lifted out of the hive
during harvesting. This enables the beekeeper to select the combs, which are ready for
harvesting, leaving those that have no honey or unripe honey. This is the greatest advantage
of transitional hive over the traditional one where great damage is done to the colony during
harvesting. This hive can be made from timber or from any other locally available materials
that is then internally plastered with mud & animal dung. On top of these, transitional
beekeeping system has the following advantage because of the use of the hive type.
Opened easily and the top bars are easily removable and this enables the beekeeper to work
fast.
As the bars are moveable, the combs can be lifted from the hive easily and this allows the
beekeeper to examine the condition of the colony with little disturbances to the bees (it
allows easy internal inspection) and allow harvesting of better quality hive products.
Its size (volume) is larger than most of the traditional bee hives which is an advantage for
larger quantity of honey production
The top hives and top bars are very easy to construct and any beekeeper can produce it with
receiving of minimum training on concept.
It allows introduction of queen excluder for better quality honey harvest
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It allows the possibility of honeybee colony multiplication by hive splitting
Disadvantages of transitional beekeeping
Top bar hives can be (relatively) more expensive than traditional hives made from local
materials.
Combs suspended from the top bars are more apt to break off during transportation than
which are building with in frames.
There is possibilities of cross comb construction if proper top bar design is not used and
correct beeswax smear to guide the bees for com construction is not used, making hive
inspections and honey harvesting extremely difficult

Modern or frame bee hive beekeeping
There are different types of frame beehives worldwide. Some of the modern beehives used in
Ethiopia are Zander, Langstroth, Dadant and Segeberger (Foam hive). However, currently,
Zandaer beehive (Figure-3) is commonly used by beekeepers though, Langstroth is more
suitable based on the current studies. The complete modern beehive consists of a loose or fixed
bottom board, brood chamber for the queen to lay eggs, two honey supers and outer cover. The
volume of each chamber is similar and 10 vertically hanging frames placed for the bees to build
their honeycombs. Therefore, a single set of beehive in Ethiopia commonly consists of a total
consists 30-frames. Similar to the rests of beekeeping styles, frame beehive beekeeping also
have advantage and disadvantage

Second super
or honey
chamber

First super or
honey chamber

Base or brood
chamber
Figure 3: Frame bee hive (Zander) with base and two honey chambers
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Advantages of frame beehive beekeeping
Relative to most other agricultural pursuits, modern beekeeping is a soft technology. The
equipment inputs needed to carry out modern beekeeping can be made on a local level. On top
of this, the system has following advantages:
1. The amount of honey produced is high with national average of 50kg/hive, with
production level ranging from 20 kg up to 80kg.
2. The quality of honey is much better than the honey produced from transitional and
traditional beekeeping.
3. This method of beekeeping helps (makes possible) swarming control by adding supers
based colony population size.
4. Allows easy colony multiplication through various methods
5. Allow diversifying other hive products like propolis, royal jelly
6. Allow undertaking migratory beekeeping (moving the bees from place to place for
better available honeybee flowering plants and pollination services to certain fruits and
cultivated crops.

Disadvantages of frame beehive beekeeping
One of the limiting factors is that its utilization is based knowledge and relatively
expensive equipment. Construction of the hives and running the management require skilled
human power. Also, accessory equipment are expensive compared to other beekeeping types.
In addition, the amount of beeswax obtained from this type of beekeeping is very small.

Apiary site selection for profitable beekeeping
An apiary is defined as the place where bees are kept in the hive to forage available resources
to produce honey and other hive products. In order to run a profitable beekeeping, a beekeeper
must first understand the relationship between environment and bees to select the best
profitable beekeeping apiary location/site. Beekeeping can be carried out on profitably under a
wide range of nectar and honey flow conditions. These conditions figure more in determining
the size and type of a profitable beekeeping operation rather than determining the profitability
per se. Many areas would not be practical for a large-scale beekeeping, but would be still
profitable for a small-scale venture. Several factors should be considered to select the best
apiary site for for profitable beekeeping. Among others, the major ones are Availability of
nectar and pollen source plants, Fresh water, Suitable altitude and climatic conditions, Free
from chemical poisoning and pollution, Presence of diseases and pests, Consideration for
neighbors or the general, Accessibility and Hive placement and orientation.

Availability of nectar and pollen source plants
The identification of bee flora is an integral part of the beekeeper's knowledge which is built
with experience. A special study is not needed. Beekeepers can easily learn it by observing it.
The presence of natural plant habitat and cultivated crops near and around the apiary is the
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basic requirement for the establishment of apiary. Some plant species secrete very little nectar,
while others secrete copious amounts. The quality, or sugar content, of nectar also varies among
the different plant species. Therefore, presence of the natural vegetation composed of forest
trees, shrubs, herbs, climbers provide adequate nectar, and pollen for the foraging bees is very
important to establish apiary. Besides the natural vegetation, the availability of cultivated crops
such as oil crops (Noug, rape seed, linseed, sunflower, sesame), cereals (maize, sorghum),
legumes (pea, chick pea, grass pea), horticultural plants (citrus, mango, avocado, banana,
coffee), and forage crops (vetch, alfalfa, trifolium species) which supply the nectar and pollen
for the foraging bees have paramount importance. Understanding and managing bees in ssuch
areas allow bee colonies to build up their strength in minor flow season to larger opulation to
take advantage of the maximum nectar flow. Generally, food source plants should be available
for bees within 2 kilometer distance from the apiary.

Fresh water for the bees
The need of water by honeybees is beyond our imagination. Water is needed not only for
individual consumption but also for brood rearing and hive ventilation. Water is searched by
the bees all the seasons but more during the prolonged dry months. To satisfy the requirement
site selection for be keeping activities should be within a maximum of 0.5 km to river or fresh
water to the apiary site. The nearer the water source to apiary the better would be for the
activities of honeybees. It is also possible to bring fresh water to apiary site using an earth canal
or water bucket.

Suitable altitude and weather conditions
Altitude has an effect on of plant availability and population distribution of honeybees. In
Ethiopia, altitude range from 1000 - 2400 m.a.s.l is the most suitable for profitable beekeeping.
In terms of weather conditions, good flying weather for the foragers 'during a good nectar flow
is necessary for a good honey flow. Therefore, dry, sunny period after the rainy season
promotes a good nectar flow and provides good foraging weather. These areas can support
large apiaries of up to 100 colonies with optimum yields of up to 50-60 kg/colony/year. Areas
with continuous cool and cloudy or rainy conditions are poorly suited for beekeeping. Nectar
is usually of poor quality, and the bees have little good weather to forage in these regions. In
addition, desert areas are precluded from permanent beekeeping, even though good bee pasture
may be present there for short periods during the year.

Free from chemical poisoning and pollution
Today more than 40% of the total population of honeybees of the world is killed annually by
chemical poisoning. It is more serious under developed countries where intensive agricultural
development is exercised. Chemicals such as pesticides sprayed on crops poison honeybees
while foraging on flowers. This may lead to mass death or weakening of bee colonies.
Therefore the apiary site should be free from these chemicals and if the chemical spray is
necessary for the crop, beekeepers should take some measures or has to negotiate with crop
growers.
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Presence of diseases and pests
There are many enemies of honeybees such as ants, wax moth, bee-eater birds and honey
badgers are becoming serious problem causing great loss to both honeybees and their products.
Therefore in site selection, the area should be free from various pests, predators and diseases
incidence.

Consideration for neighbors or the general public
Establishing good relations with neighbours, local farmers, land owners and the general public
is a major factor in finding and maintaining a successful apiary site. Talk to them about the
value of bees as pollinators; educate them about swarms, flight paths etc. The general public is
often ignorant and frightened of bees. If they become alarmed about the presence of bee hives,
their complaints can result in loss of apiary site of a beekeeper. Bees have their own behavior
to establish regular flight paths to search for forage and adjacent their course. Enclosing an
apiary with hedges or a fence to lift them above head height is good practice and a solution
against complaints from neighbours and/or the general public. This also reduces the visibility
of beekeeper activity. Keep only good tempered bees. Culling bad tempered stock and
replacing with more docile strains is beneficial to both beekeeper and public. Damage to hives
from thieves can occur, so hives need to be well guarded. The apiary should also be fenced
from livestock which may kick over hives.
In general, it is not advisable to establish apiary near schools, hospitals, dairy and poultry farm
sites, and market places. The Ethiopian Proclamation of Apiculture Development and
Protection indicates the possibility of developing beekeeping sites in big cities provided that
proper care and management is applied. If one wants to establish small apiary with bee colonies
in cities, putting long fence around it would minimize the incidence of bee attack.

Accessibility to the apiary
Accessibility to the apiary is very essential; perhaps the most important factor in apiary location
because the beekeeper must visit it throughout the year in all kinds of weather. Avoid locations
where carrying equipment and heavy supers of honey any distance will be necessary. Easy
movement of equipment in and out of the apiary ensures that a beekeeper’s routine activities
will be productive. Adding and removing supers, control swarming, honey harvesting, feeding
and other activities become easier when the placement of the apiary is not physically
demanding or hazardous. Considering a site which entails climbing mountain or crossing
ditches to enter is not recommended. It is ideal to have easy transport access right up to the
hives when necessary. Remember, dry grassland may become impassable mud in wet weather.
Therefore, a level site is easier to manage.

Hive placement and orientation
The arrangement of the apiary is important to help meet the needs of the bees and to help make
the beekeeper's work easier. In most parts of Ethiopia, different hive pests attack colonies and
hive should be placed on hive stand above ground. The stands should be 50 cm above with
some protection to ants and other pests. It is also important to keep hives away from fertile
spots or farmland: they should be placed on rocks or on the poorest portions of the land, for
which the beekeeper has little or no other use. Experience has shown that beekeepers that
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disobey this important rule sometimes cannot clear the weeds around the hives because of the
constant presence of bees.
Bees are less irritable and easier to handle when located in the open where they can get plenty
of light. So, the apiary is best situated near natural wind protection such as hills, buildings.
Other requirements are dry ground and good air drainage. Avoid windy, exposed hilltops or
sites near the bank of a river that might potentially flood. Hives should be arranged in such a
way that the distance between two colonies is at least 1.5m if they have to be oriented in a
straight rows, as this leads to drifting of bees between colonies and also the possibilities of
robbing. If not, colonized beehives must be arranged in zigzag or in “S” shape fashion.
Most beekeepers are tempted by the familiar and convenient location of their own garden where
they can watch their bees at work and attend to them easily, but small gardens, particularly
those surrounded by houses are not likely to be a successful solution. Careful beehive
placement in general, therefore, must consider providing of fencing (can be live fence),
presence of hedge (helps as windbreak), directing hive entrance away from the pathway or
roads is important. Hives should also be secluded from traffic, constant noise, and disturbance
from animals and children. To discourage vandalism, placing colonies near a dwelling or area
frequently visited yet screened from view if possible (a vegetative corral) is advisable.

Apiary site management and improvement
Naturally, all areas are not ideal to fulfill the requirements of an apiary for selection.
On top of this, an area selected as appropriate can be affected by people as a result land
use for agricultural practices and sometimes by natural factors that can alter the
suitability of the area for beekeeping. Cutting down large areas of suitable bee forage
and changing the area to monoculture can destroy a good bee area especially if the
introduced crop is a poor resource for bees. In order to improve the bee forage of the
area, beekeepers should therefore cultivate good nectar- and pollen-producing plants as
an alternative source. Planting multipurpose species as windbreaks for apiary, firewood
crops, forage crops for livestock and horticultural corps are economically feasible for
the purpose. Some important multipurpose crops can even yield higher honey for the
beekeeper as well as benefit from the pollination activities of the bees. Therefore, even
though the apiary can support the beekeeping activity, it is very important to integrate
cultivation of multipurpose crops that can provide additional income to small-scale
beekeepers who plant these crops and have their bees nearby. The following crops are
known to beneficial as nectar sources for honeybees as well as benefited from the
pollination activities of the bees: papaya, coffee, citrus, apples, clover, sunflowers,
soybeans (some varieties) etc.
Another important point to be considered in apiary management is providing artificial hive
shade depending on the climate. However, it is also important to avoid apiary locations in
heavily shaded areas by trees because it causes excess moisture that retards or prevent honey
ripening and also encourages development of bee diseases like nosema and chalk brood. Shade
from trees may also prevent or become an obstacle to the flight of worker honeybees. On the
other hand, direct sun exposure of hives can forces bees to gather a lot of water in order to cool
the hive. Proper hive shade, therefore, increases the honey production chances because more
bees will collect nectar and pollen instead of gathering water to cool down the hive temperature.
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The honeybee colony
The honeybee colony consists of three casts (Queen Worker, and Drone). The queen and
workers are females and developed from fertilized female eggs and drones are male and
developed from unfertilized male eggs. Each member of the cast passes complete
metamorphosis in its developmental stages. This means that there are four distinct stages in the
life cycle of each cast- egg, larva, pupa, and adult. The first three stages develop in comb cells
and are collectively referred to as the brood. Eggs and larvae are in open cells and are cared
for by adult workers. These stages are called the open or unsealed brood.

Once the egg hatches, the workers continually feed the developing larva. When the larva
nears the end of the larval period, it engorges on food provided by the workers, and the
workers seal the cell. This is known as the capped or sealed brood. After the cell is
sealed, the larva changes into pupal stage. There is no feeding during this period. The
pupa develops into the adult form, which emerges on its own from the cell. The
following table summarizes the developmental periods that each stage lasts, starting at
the time the egg is laid to the adult emerges for each cast.
Table 1. The durations of developmental stages of the three casts of honeybees.

Cast
Queen
Worker
Drone

Stages of development and duration (days)
Egg
larva
pupa
Emerge as adult
3
5
8
16
3
6
12
21
3
7
16
24

Developmental stages of honeybees
As can be seen from table 1 above, each cast has a different developmental time. In addition,
each of the cast is reared in a distinct type of cell. The developmental time of the queen, 16
days, is the shortest. She is reared in a specially constructed royal or queen cell. Queen cells
appear similar to peanut shells which hang from the surface of the comb (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Peanut shaped special cells as appeared on combs from traditional hives (left) and from modern frame
beehive combs (right).

Mostly, queen cells are located along the edges of the comb but can be within the comb areas
as well. The colony constructs queen cells when there is a need to rear new queens. The
developing queen larva is always surrounded by royal jelly, a special, highly nutritious food
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produced from head glands of the worker honeybees. Provision of massive royal jelly feeding
is unique to the queen and continues throughout her entire developmental period.
All young larvae of all casts less than two days are also fed with massive-provisioning of royal
jelly. After the second day, worker and drone larvae are gradually switched to feeding scheme
where they are fed with a mixture of honey and pollen. The different feeding schemes
determine the cast of the adult female bees. Thus, any female egg or larva less than two days
old has the potential to become either a queen or a worker bee. Workers are reared in the same
type of cell that is used to store honey and pollen. This type of cell makes up the majority of
the comb in the colony. The adult worker emerges from the cell 21 days after the egg is laid.
The developmental period of drones is 23 days and they emerge on the 24th after the egg is laid.
Drones are reared in cells of the same shape as worker cells but the cell size larger for drones.

Roles of casts of honeybees
Each cast has its special function in the colony.

Queen- is the only female that is completely developed sexually. This is a result of a total
diet of royal jelly during a developmental period. Approximately five to eight days after
emerging from her queen peanut cell, the virgin queen takes matting flight and may mate with
ten or more drones. She collect sperm from her matting and store in a special organ, called
spermatheca, and the queen never mates again after this period. About five days after taking
her mating flights, the queen begins to lay eggs. Therefore, one of the function is egg laying.
A queen lay two types of eggs: fertilized (developed to queens or workesr) and unfertilized
(developed to drones). The queen can control whether the egg she lays is fertilized or not.
During favorable periods, a good queen can lay up to 2000 eggs per day. Factors, which affect
egg laying are the weather, the nectar and pollen flows, the size of the queen and the condition
of the colony. The number of eggs laid varies with the annual cycle as available resources of
nectar and pollen vary. Large amounts of incoming resources stimulate workers to give the
queen more food, which in turn stimulates her to lay more eggs. The relative performance of
honeybee colony depends on its numerical strength, which results from eggs laying ability of
the queens and nurse bees devotion to the task of rearing.
Another function of queen is controlling of the colony activity. For this, a queen has several
glands to produce a complex of compounds called the queen substance. The relationship that
exists between a queen and her colony is so close that, the success or failure during honey
production depends upon the leadership quality of the queen. Workers that care for the queen
pass this queen substance to other workers throughout the colony. The queen substance is a
combination of pheromones, chemical compounds that serve to control the behavior of other
individuals of the colony. Pheromones produced by the queen and byworkers serve to
harmonize colony behavior. Normally, there is only one queen per colony, though sometimes
two queens are present when the old queen is being superseded. The queen can live for up to
four years, but in Ethiopia, where the yearly laying period is longer, the queen does not live as
such longer. Older queens do not have the laying capacity of younger queens; therefore, to have
young and vigorous queens, beekeepers should rear their own queens and replace old queens
for intensive beekeeping in about every two years.

Workers-

are females which are not fully developed sexually. They do the work of the
colony and maintain it in good condition. As a result, when we consider beekeeping we are
almost talk about worker bees. Workers have special structures and organs, which are
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associated with the duties they perform. There is well-defined and highly organized division
of labor among workers and they perform the major duties of a colony. The duties they
perform depend on their ages. For the first 21 days after their emergence, the worker bees
serve as nurse bees in the nest and become foragers after 22 and beyond.
As nurse, bees perform activities like:
 Feeding larvae, (one larvae requires to be attended 1300 times)
 Feeding and grooming the queen,
 Packing of pollen
 Ripening of honey,
 Regulating hive temperature,
 Wax secretion and comb construction,
 Guarding their nest
 Finally make an orientation flights before becoming field bees (foragers).
Therefore, many nurse bees are required to do these activities especially during the honey flow
season. Table 2 summarizes the duties of worker bees starting from the first day they emerge
as adults.
Table 2. Tasks performed by worker honeybees from day 1-21 as nurse and day 22+ as foragers.

Days after emergence

Task performed

1-2

Clean cells starting by the cell she emerged from and
warm the brood nest by forming cluster

3-5

Feed older larvae (larvae of ages 4 days and above)
with the mixture of honey and pollen.
Feed larvae of ages 1-3 days (younger) with products
of head glands (Royal jelly)

6-10
11-18
19-21
22+

Ripen nectar in to honey, produce wax from their wax
glands, construct combs
Guard and ventilate the hive, exercise flying, take
orientation flights to familiarize themselves to the
location of the hive
Forage for nectar, pollen, water or propolis based on the
need of the colony

Field bees
 After 22+ days workers serve as field bees
 During this period, they collect nectar, pollen, water and propolis
 collection is according to nest requirements
 In workers duty there is a flexibility of division of labor according to a colony needs
 Again, an optimum number of field bees are required to collect the available nectar
during the honey flow season.
The life span of worker adults varies greatly with the time of year. During inactive (dearth
periods), workers may live three months or more, but when the colony is active, few workers
live for as long as six weeks. During these active periods, about three weeks (see table 2)
worker bees spent as a hive bee and the remainder as a forager. When a colony has become
queenless and there are no young larvae or female eggs from which to rear a new queen, laying
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workers can develop. The ovaries of some workers in the colony develop because of the
absence of queen substance, and they start to lay eggs. Since workers do not have the body
structure and behavior necessary to be fertilized, all of the eggs they lay are unfertilized and
thus produce drones. If excessive number of drones present in a hive especially during the
dearth periods, it is possible to suspect laying workers in a colony. Therefore, close
examination of brood comb can verify this. Worker cells that contain drone brood (i.e. worker
cells capped with a domed cap) and cells that contain a number of eggs of varying sizes laid in
a haphazard fashion confirm the presence of laying workers. If such conditions observed, the
beekeeper should look for combs with eggs and larvae less than two days from other beehives
and give it to the queenless colony for the bees to develop their own queen. A good queen can
be obtained and the survival of the colony will continue.

Drones-

are males of the colony and are produced from unfertilized eggs. Drones do not
have any of the structures necessary to collect nectar and pollen. The sole function of the drones
is to mate and fertilize the queen. The mating takes place in the air away from the colony.
During breeding season, a strong colony can have about 300 drones, worker honeybees feed
them as they cannot feed for themselves. When the weather is good, mature drones leave the
colony during the afternoon and congregate in certain areas where they wait for virgin queens
to fly by for mating. After mating, drones die soon and those did not mate return to their
colonies or other colonies that have a virgin queen. Colonies that have virgin queen will accept
drones from other colonies and will tolerate a large drone population while the queen is a virgin.
However, after a queen mates and resources become scarce, the worker bees run the drones out
of the colony by depriving feed that result in starvation and death.

Queen Rearing
Queen rearing: - is a process of producing virgin queen in a colony of honeybee. Good queens
are a prerequisite for successful beekeeping for all practical purposes. Now a day the number
of Ethiopians are looking for honeybee to start beekeeping and also to expand their apiary.
Generally the following points indicate the importance of queen rearing:






For requeening the existing queen:- actual life span of queen is 5 years
But commercial life span of queen is 2 years for Ethiopia (tropics)
To improve the genetic qualities of the bees
To have extra queens so that colony number will be increased
To replace for sudden loss as emergency

Therefore, queen rearing is not only one aspect of beekeeping but also important aspect and
prospective SAMS business as trading and marketing of package bee colonies by queen
rearing. Generally, there are two types of queen rearing, Natural queen rearing and artificial.
Natural queen rearing is done by the colonies and it occurs during active period depending on
weather, strength of the colony and the swarming tendency of the bees. Some beekeepers use
swarm cells to requeen colonies or introduce to new colonies when making splits. However,
this practice is not recommended in modern beekeeping, since it perpetuates (brings) the
tendency of swarming in bee colonies from one generation to the other.
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Artificial queen rearing- is a process of stimulating a circumstance (condition) under which
queen is reared. The artificial way of queen rearing is categorized into two basic methods as
simple methods of queen rearing and Commercial method of queen rearing

Simple methods of queen rearing
This method enables the beekeeper to rear a few number of queens per rearing cycle. It includes
the techniques such as Splitting, Miller and overcrowding

Commercial method of queen rearing
It is used for commercial purpose (high level) of queen rearing. The common commercial
method of commercial queen rearing is grafting.

Factors to be considered in artificial queen rearing
One has to follow the following series procedures of honeybee breeding programmers. The
breeder colonies should have the following good traits.














Good brood pattern should be solid and compact
Disease and pest resistance should be good
High honey production history
Good temperament
Pollen gathering ability should be high
Propolis collection shouldn't be too low or too high
Early/pre-flow buildup of the colony
Less tendency of swarming
Absconding tendency should be minimal or none
Adaptation to all weather conditions
Foraging time should be longer (early and late foraging behavior)
Clustering and fanning ability
High hive defense and cleaning behavior

Queen rearing season should be active to supply enough pollen and nectar. There should be
adult drones, which are ready for mating. The working site should be appropriate and it has to
be away from public areas. Knowledge and skill to rear queens using different methods must
be there. Queen rearing equipment and facility should be available. Here the type of equipment
required depends on the techniques of rearing which is going to be used. The commercial
method of queen rearing requires more of sophisticated equipment than that of simple methods
of queen rearing.
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Queen rearing materials

Simple methods of queen rearing
Splitting method
This involves the splitting of strong colony into two or more divisions. The queen right box
should be moved 1km away from its original location or there should barrier between the splits.
As long as eggs and larvae are present in queen less colony, honeybees can rear their own
queen.

Procedures
1. Select a colony based on selection parameters.
2. Strengthen the selected colony through feeding extra sugar syrup.
3. Rearrangement of the frame, sharing of the brood in two or more chambers equally.
4. Split the selected colony in to two or more parts.
5. Move the queen right colony to a distant place or use barrier between the two splits.
6. Two days or three days after splitting, inspect queen less split whether bees start to
construct queen cells.
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7. Nine or ten days after splitting harvest sealed queen cells.
8. Keep the harvested queen cells in the queen cages and return to the same colony by using
nursery frame and queen cage as indicated in figure 5.

Figure 5. Nursery frame for mounting queen cage.

9. Three days later after harvesting queen cells, inspect the colony to check for the hatching
of a virgin queen.
10. After the queens hatched, form nuclei colonies using the newly reared queen honeybees.
11. In forming nuclei colonies, take a few worker bees, sealed brood combs and food combs
from a strong colony. Here the newly reared virgin queen remains in a cage for one day, then
she will be released into the colony to be mated and start her life.
12. Inspect the nuclei colony; check whether queen starts to lay eggs.
Finally, transfer the colony from nuclei to standard beehive when they are strong

Figure 6. Forming nuclei colony by using reared queens (left) and queen cage with hatched queen (right)
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Advantages of splitting queen rearing method -This technique is simple so that any
beekeeper can rear queens using this method. There is no risk of losing mother colony. It is
good technique of controlling swarming.
Disadvantages of the technique- Sometimes it may fail. Only a few queens can be reared by
this method.

Overcrowding method of queen rearing
This method involves forcing of a colony to become over populated, so that the colony will be
stimulated to construct queen cells to undergo reproduction swarming. This overcrowding
situation is implemented or done by two methods: Merely by not adding supers or by reducing
the supers

Procedures
1. Select the colony for rearing purposes

2. Strengthen the selected colony by providing feeds.
3. Overcrowd the selected colony
4. Inspect the overcrowded colony to check for the formation of queen cells.
5. After you observe sealed queen cell, harvest cells and keep the harvested queen cells in
the queen cages and return back to the same colony.
6. Keep the harvested queen cells in the queen cages and return to the same colony by using
nursery frame and queen cage
7. Three days later after harvesting queen cells, inspect the colony to check for the hatching of
a virgin queen.
8. After the queens hatched, form nuclei colonies using the newly reared queen honeybees.
9. In forming nuclei colonies, take a few worker bees, sealed brood combs and food combs
from a strong colony. Here the newly reared virgin queen remains in a cage for one day, and
then she will be released into the colony to be mated and start her life.
10. Inspect the nuclei colony; check whether queen starts to lay eggs.
Finally, transfer the colony from nuclei to standard beehive when they are strong
Advantages- Superior quality of queens can be reared.
Disadvantages-If there is no regular follow up of the colony, it will swarm.

The Miller method
This method was developed by medical physician doctor C.C miller. The method involves
providing of trimmed comb at bottom in a zigzag fashion to a queenless colony. Here the
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comb, which is going to be trimmed should have young worker larvae in worker cells that can
be developed into queens.

Procedures
1. The first step is to print foundation sheet
2. The foundation sheet is fixed to standard frames.
3. The frame is placed between the two brood nests in the best colony by removing the
already existing brood.
4. At about a week the comb will contain egg and larvae is taken out from the colony.
5. The lower edge of the comb is trimmed to expose several larvae/ eggs to hatch toward the
bottom edge of the comb.
6. Dequeen the colony before giving the trimmed combs (24 hours before).
7. After Nine or ten days harvest sealed queen cells and keep the harvested queen cells in
the queen cages and return back to the same colony.
8. Keep the harvested queen cells in the queen cages and return to the same colony by using
nursery frame and queen cage
9. Three days later after harvesting queen cells, inspect the colony to check for the hatching
of a virgin queen.
10. After the queens hatched, form nuclei colonies using the newly reared queen honeybees.
11. In forming nuclei colonies, take a few worker bees, sealed brood combs and food combs
from a strong colony. Here the newly reared virgin queen remains in a cage for one day, then
she will be released into the colony to be mated and start her life.
12. Inspect the nuclei colony; check whether queen starts to lay eggs.
Finally, transfer the colony from nuclei to standard beehive when they are strong
Advantages of this method -This technique is simple so that any beekeeper can rear queens
using this method. There is no risk of losing mother colony. It is good technique of controlling
swarming.
Disadvantages of the technique- Sometimes it may fail. Only a few queens can be reared by
this method.

Commercial method of queen rearing
Grafting method
This method involves the transferring of young larvae (1-day-old larvae) from a brood comb
into artificial queen cups. Unlike simple methods of queen rearing, grafting method requires a
sophisticated equipment like:
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1. Grafting needle: Used to transfer larvae from brood comb into artificial queen cups.
2. Artificial queen cups: used to hold grafted larvae. It could be plastic or a wooden base with
beeswax cup.

3. Dipping sticks: Used to make artificial cell cups. It can be made through dipping the sticks
into molten beeswax, then put in the cold water.

4. Cell bar and frames: Cell bar used to hold cell cups were as the frame used to holed the cell
bar itself

5. Nuclei box: Is a three or four frames box. It used to keep newly reared queen with a few
number of worker honeybees until it will be transferred to the normal hive.

6. Magnifying glass: Used to see the larvae to be transferred clearly.
7. Grafting room: room should be suitable and conducive. It should have a temperature of
75oF (24-25 degree Celsius) and humidity of at least 50%.
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8. Royal jelly- should be collected beforehand from uncapped queen cells. Cells with three
day- old larvae will contain the maximum amount of royal jelly. To collect the royal jelly use
a special small spoon to scoop it out, or squeeze the cell from the base so that the royal jelly
comes out like toothpaste. The queen larvae should first be removed using forceps or a
toothpick. It should be stored in a well- sealed small bottle in a freezer. In this way storage it
will be keep for over a year

Stapes to be followed during grafting
1) Prime each queen cup with small drop of diluted royal jelly. Dilute the royal jelly
beforehand with tap water (1:1). To achieve about the consistency of the food in a cell
containing a typical one day- old worker larvae. 3mm of diluted royal jelly should be
dropped in the middle of queen cup by using an eyedropper just before grafting. It is
possible to graft without royal jelly, but the success rate will probably be lower. The bars
contain the primed cups should be covered with a damp cloth or placed inside nucleus
box with dampened inner surface. To prevent the drops from drying out.
2) Obtain one or more frames of brood containing a sufficient supply of 1-day-old larvae
from the chosen parent colonies. The frame should be removed from its colony only when
you are ready to graft. Otherwise, the larvae in the cells will gradually dry out and
grafting is imposable
3) Seated comfortably, with a bright source of illumination (lighting) behind you. Place
one end bar of the frame with the young larvae on your knee and hold other end bar up.
So that the frame is in front of you at angle of about 45 degrees. Place a bar of queen cups
on the side of the top bar, holding it there with your hand
4) Arrange the light to see the bottom of the cells and look for an area containing the
youngest larvae. Larvae to graft are almost transparent, skinny (skeletal) and not yet
reached complete ‘C’ shape, or it should be about one-and-a half times the length of an
egg
5) When all cups on a bar contain newly grafted larvae the bar is put in to the moistened
nucleus or put under a damp (moist) cloth. When all the grafting is done insert the bars in
to the frames and put them in the starter colony. Aim at getting grafted larvae in to the
starter colony as soon as possible to minimize any drying out. The sun is a good source of
light, but grafting. Outdoors encourages robbing by bees. Since the larvae themselves
attract robbers, and bees will pluck them from an exposed comb. The sun also dries out
larvae very quickly

Starter colony preparation
 After grafting, the frames of queen cups with young larvae are immediately transferred to
a specially prepared starter colony
 Starter colony must be prepared beforehand and should be strong with many workers but
not brood or queen
 Begin preparations several days before you graft by feeding a strong colony extra sugar
syrup (unless there is a honey flow) to get the bees in top shape
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Methods of starter colony preparations
Pritchard method- In this method the colony is left in position, but the queen, all the brood
(unsealed brood), and most of the frames are removed. As frames are removed, most of the
adult bees clinging to them are shaken off so that they remain in the starter colony. Leave
behind just one single hive body containing six to eight frames including at least two frames
of honey and two with pollen. The frames of grafted larvae are put in to the middle of the
colony 24 hours after removing the queen and brood.
Swarm box method In this method about 3kg of bees from one strong colony without queen or brood are put
in to a nucleus box
 Inside the box two frames containing pollen and at least two containing honey frames are
given
 Frames of grafted larvae are inserted a few hours after making up the swarm box
 The swarm box is then taken indoors, to a place where the temperature will not vary
much and fed with sugar syrup
 With either method, up to 100 larvae in a queen cups can be given to a starter colony, but
the success rate may be greater if only 40-50 are given
 The grafts are left in the starter colonies for 20- 30 hours and then transferred to cellbuilding colonies
 The bees in the starter colony do not have the resource to successfully look after them for
longer because the recourses of the starter colonies are somewhat depleted (used up)

Cell-builder colony preparation
 A cell builder colony should be strong and fed with sugar syrup for a few days before,
and during the cell-building process for 4-5 days
 After 20-30 hours in the starter colony, larvae in the queen cups are transferred in to cell
builder colony
 For each cell builder should be given 20 or fewer cells to build depending on the food
stores and the population of nurse bees in the colony
 The frame containing the started queen cups is put above a queen excluder, directly over
the brood chamber
 Frames containing young brood and pollen are put on either side to attract some nurse
workers to the area of the hive containing the queen cups
 So, the colony stays storing with lots of nurse bees, as its adult queen is active and laying
below the excluder
 In this state they will be accepted and fed by strong queen right colony
 When the bees have plenty of resources to feed the developing queen larvae, heavybodied and highly fertile queen are produced
 Since the quality of the queen produced will depend on the care they receive in the cell
builder colony
 After 5 days, the queen cells are all capped
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 The young queen in a capped cell should not be handled at all until 9 or10 days after
grafting
 Cells 10 or more days after grafting are referred to as ‘ripe’
 At this stage, until 24 hours before adult emerge, the pupae inside the cells can are still
quite delicate so take care

Mating nuclei preparation
Nucleus colonies (nucs): are simply known as small colonies. Often they are in specially made from
four to five frame boxes with built-in bottom boards. Always use frames of standard dimensions, so
that they can be interchanged with other beekeeping equipment. Nucs should be made up a few days
before the ripe queen cells are ready to be transferred, and they should be queenless

Methods of nucs colony formation

Method-1
 Put a few frames of bees, brood and honey in to a nuc box
 Block the entrance with a piece of screen, tape (mask), or even grass and move it to a new
location, at least 1km away
 Open the entrance in a day or two and make sure that the bees do not overheated and
suffocated
 Provide shade or water in a feeder, if necessary to over come this problem

Method-2
 Do the same, but leave the nuc in the same yard
 Many of filed bees will drift back to the parent hive so use more bees and include a
frame of merging brood

Method-3





Take strong colony standing on its own
Surround it with empty nucs and split the entire colony equally in to three to six nucs
However, the exact number of nucs depending on the strength of the original colony
The queen should be taken away; if she is left in one of the nucs most of the bees will
join (merge) that nuc
 Remove the empty hive bodies from the original colony
 So the returning forager bees will distribute themselves fairly among all the nucs

Transferring of ripe queen cells to nucs colonies
 Cut off the cell base from the cell bar and carefully lay the ripe queen cells in an area
of brood in a mating nuc or a colony to be requened
 Protect the ripe cells from the sun and do not chill them
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 So, the queen cell should be quickly transferred in to queenless nucs or a colony to be
requened
 The queen cell is wedged between the top bars of two frames in the part of the nuc
having the most brood and bees, or wedged (stuck) at lower down in the actual brood
area

Note:
 Each nuc should have at least two frames of bees and one frame of honey
 Since, starving nucs are unable to keep a queen cell warm

Transferring bee colonies
An established colony in nuclei box or in a traditional hive should be transferred to a standard
movable frame hive or movable comb hive. Transferring bee colonies from fixed hives either
from captured swarms or purchased from traditional beekeepers is an important method of
obtaining bees in easy management situations. This is usually what transferring colony of
honeybee’s means.

Season (time) of transferring
The best time or season to transfer colonies of bees from one hive to the other is at the onset
of active beekeeping season. The reason is that during this time honeybee plants start bloom
and bees could exploit the environmentally available flowering plants and build up their
population during the fellow period.

Preparations for transferring bee colonies
In order to undertake transferring bee colonies the following materials should be provided
before hand:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

The hive in which the colony will be transferred
Knife to cut the honeycombs from the original hive
Bee brush to guide (draw) the bees to the new home
Big dish (bowl) to collect the cut combs and others
Water sprayer to hinder (cool dawn) the bees from flying up
Straw mat, plastic sheet, or canvas to save the bees from falling on the ground or in
the grass
7) Frame wire, sisal rope, or rubber band etc to tie (attach) honey and brood combs that
drawn from old hives to the new frames or top bars
8) Smoker with good quality smoking materials
9) Hand torch as a source of light
10) Two or three persons who assist the transferring process
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Ways of transferring
 Cut all the combs and searching for a queen
 Cut all the combs and simply drum the bees to the new hive
 Placing the original hive with bees on or under the new hive and draw the bees with smoke

Procedures of transferring and some requirements to be taken
 The colony, which is going to be transferred, should be placed in its new site (place) at least
three days in advance. This is very important to orient the bees to their new environment
and foraging direction.
 The hive which will be used, as a new home for the colony has to be transferred with wired
and attached wax foundation frames / or with wax smeared top bars.
 The site (place where transferring will take place, and colony will be placed) should be
cleaned
 The beekeeper must prepare his / her protective clothes dress them properly before opening
beehive
 The smoker should be filled with fire and smoking materials at least 10 minutes in advance.
 Put the new hive with full components on the top corner (side) of the straw mat (canvas)
 Place the hive with bee colony on bottom part (corner) of the straw mat (canvas)
 Use your smoker to drive the bees; open the hive on one end, smoke on the bees and cut
the combs one by one carefully, brushing of any bees. Smoke makes the bees to go down
to the other end of the hive thus by so doing it would be easy to cut the combs out
 After cutting all the combs drum the old hive to draw out the bee colony from the hive
 Great care should be taken not to damage the queen while cutting and drumming the bees
colony
 If the queen is seen it would be better to catch it with bare hand carefully on her thorax
and then put it in the queen catcher cage for few days and release approximate after 3 days
 Place at least two frames combs of young brood in addition to some pollen and honey at
the middle of frames or top bars sugar solution. The young brood emerged will strength the
population of a colony and helps to induce adoption in the new home
 After the bees totally enter in to the new hive, put the new hive in its place
 Take far away the old empty hive and put it in a dark place where bees never arrive it

Follow up after transfer
Once the colony is transferred to the new hive the beekeeper should:
 Undertake external hive inspection always against the ants attack, monitor the normal
in and out bees flight
 Inspect the colony internally to check whether the colony started comb building
 Observe or examine for the egg laid by the queen
 Carry out the necessary hive manipulation for the building up of the colony fortnightly
or once in a month.
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Basic honeybee colony management guidelines in Ethiopia
Beekeeping follows seasonal cycles. This is important for beekeepers to understand. In
Ethiopia (tropical region), it is more difficult to note the seasonal cycles since there is no period
when the colony is totally inactive. The yearly colony cycle can be broken into three periods:
Honeybee Colony Management during build-up period
Management of colonies during honey flow period
Management of colonies during dearth period.
The periods are varying from place to place and more than one of each can occur in a yearly
colony cycle. It is also not possible to use fixed rules or routines as no two season are ever
alike. Flowering of plants, and, more importantly, nectar flows, are influenced by seasonal
weather patterns. The honeybee colonies respond to these changes. Therefore, beekeepers
have to understand the habits and activities of the bees in reaction to the changes of their
environment to be successful. Success in beekeeping depends up on a proper exercise of the
knowledge of colony development cycles and organization, growth and behavior in relation
to environment as affected by seasonal changes and the occurrence of nectar and pollen
bearing plants. Therefore, a beekeeper has to establish seasonal management plan based on
his knowledge of the dates when the major honey flows occur, and the extent to which these
days may vary from one year to year. This plan tells the beekeeper when changes occur
within the hive or in the environment. It allows him to manipulate his colonies efficiently in
advance of the time. In colony management, there are practices, which do not come regularly,
but may be necessary to employ whenever conditions require their use. Each of them can be
employed only when they are important and vital to the wellbeing of the colony and to the
production of maximum product.

Honeybee Colony Management during build-up period
Timing of management operations is critical in building up colony populations in preparation
for the main nectar flow. The honeybee must come to early active period (season) with enough
population and healthy workers to care for the brood to have a maximum colony population at
the beginning of main honey flow. Specific management points, which call for careful attention
during this period, are:
 Control of diseases and pests
 Queenrightness (the presence of the queen) and the queen performance of each colony;
 Sufficient feed reserve for the colonies
 Provision of adequate space in the hive
 Swarm prevention
When the development of the colony starts early active season free of diseases and pests, with
a vigorous young queen and sufficient food reserve (nectar and pollen), bees stimulated to raise
the amount of food given to the queen. This stimulates the queen to lay more eggs in the
available space and this will increase amount of reared brood. If enough space is not provided
at this critical time, continues brood rearing will resulted in to hive congestion leading to
condition of prime swarming. A colony that swarmed before major nectar flow usually
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produces no surplus honey on that flow. Rather, as the colony population lowered by swarming,
the colony uses the flow to rebuild its population. Therefore, the beekeeper must provide
adequate space for the growing colony population.

Providing space for buildup of the colony
Colonies in all types of beehives need extra space to expand the brood nest during the build-up
period. With sufficient space, worker bees consume the available incoming resources, build
combs, maintain favorable conditions in the brood nest (conditions in the brood nest

includes structure of worker population [appropriate age] and temperature) to perfectly
rear brood and build the population. If enough space is provided at proper time, colony
build up will continue and after a certain point population growth reach the rate at which the
queen decreases the number of eggs she lays. Therefore good beekeeping calls for maintaining
colonies in potential swarming condition, yet controlling swarming by providing space to
accommodate the growing population. Therefore, to achieve maximum honey yield, colonies
should build up before the main nectar flow, not during it. Colonies that continue their build
up on the main nectar flow usually produce little surplus honey for the beekeeper.
Therefore, generally successful population buildup in beekeeping is dependent upon:
 availability of nectar and pollen sources during the late dearth period,
 queen's capacity to lay eggs,
 Size and age structure of the supporting worker population's ability to maintain
favorable conditions in the brood nest and to feed the brood and
 Proper space in the proper time for expansion of the brood nest and storage of
honey.
However, the type of beekeeping operation determines the extent to which these management
factors affect operations. For example, provision of space in traditional beehive is practically
difficult and very limited in transitional beekeeping system.

How to achieve maximum forager population?
Providing stimulative feeding of sugar syrup at the onset of active season and providing
sufficient space to expand the brood nest help effective forager population building. Regardless
of where a hive is located, the important thing to remember is that it takes about 6 weeks to go
from egg to forager. Therefore, early stimulative feeding insures that there is sufficient
population during honey flow.

When to start stimulative feeding?
In order to get well balanced population of a colony it is very important to use the so-called 40
days rule. It implies that it takes about 40 days for a bee to begin contributing to the well being
of the beekeeper. Approximately 7 to 8 weeks before the main honey flow. This means building
worker population before the flow and not on the flow. Keep up the feeding until the honey
flow starts. The reason for sugar feeding is it mimics a honey flow. Under this condition, bees
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increase the feeding rate to the queen who in turn lays more eggs (1500 to 2000 per day). More
eggs require more space and more space equal more bees, which equates to more honey.

How to provide space in different beekeeping systems?
Following stimulative feeding to colonies at the late dearth in preparation for peak season,
queen starts to lay 1500 to 2000 eggs per day. In order to accommodate the growing brood
population and the resulting workers, increasing hive volume is essential to prevent swarming
and increase honey yield. Methods and facilities of increasing hive volume various among
different beehives. This hive volume increment should not be made once.
In frame type hive: putting additional hive chamber with frames to which foundation sheet
attached on top of the brood chamber helps to expand the volume of the hive for the growing
population. Failing to add extra hive body when it is required will lead to swarming of the
colony.
In transitional (Top bar) and Traditional hive: removing old combs that will not serve for
brood rearing can expand the space for building the new combs.

Management of colonies during honey flow period
There are three basic management activities need to be performed during honey flow period.
These are:
i. Determining when the main nectar flow occurs
ii. Preparing the populous colony for the main nectar flow and
iii. Harvesting, extracting and storing the honey yield on time.

Identifying main nectar seasons
Determining when the honey flow occurs is based on experience in an area. It calls for the
beekeeper to observe the bees and their environment. Recognizing the main nectar flow is
based on a good understanding of bees and their relationship with their environment.
The following are aids to determine when the main honey flow occurs. Most are not one-time
things to be done, but are ongoing observations to be made as one practices beekeeping.
 Make surveys to identify the major nectar and pollen plants of the area. Note which
plants the bees visit, especially those visited in large numbers.
 Make surveys to record the flowering periods of these plants. Note weather
conditions (previous and present) which are conducive to good nectar flows from
these plants.
 Make seasonal records of the weight gains and losses of colonies by tipping the hives
or by keeping hives on scales.
 Note farming practices (crops, land use, etc.) in the area.
 Examine weather conditions and variation of in the area. Relate this to the flora and
to the behavior of the bees.
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 Talk with other beekeepers in the area as experience often matters in identifying the
correct beekeeping cycles and honey flows.

Preparing colony for the main nectar flow
Timing in colony management during build-up period is critical in preparing the colony for the
main nectar flow. Even though bees naturally build up their population during periods when
resources are available, the beekeeper must ensure that peak population is reached before or
during the nectar flow, not after it. Therefore, it is important to note the developmental stages
and roles of the worker honeybees with regards to honey storing and ripening. Since it takes
about six weeks for an egg to develop into a foraging adult (see table 1 and table 2), the
preparation of colony population for a main flow must start six to eight weeks beforehand. If
the colonies peak of population occur at the appropriate time (start of honey flow), more bees
freed from duties in the hive to become foragers. The colony then shifts its emphasis to honey
storage. By having the maximum adult population at the time of the major nectar flow, the
beekeeper can take advantage of the flow. Nevertheless, having populous colonies during the
main honey flow period is not enough to achieve maximum honey yield. The colonies must be
provided with adequate space for storing the incoming nectar to convert it into surplus honey
crop.

Providing addition space for colonies
Adding extra hive space serve both for storage of honey and for distributing the population of
the colony. However, if addition of extra hive body is done lately especially at the peak of
nectar flow period, bees may consume much of the resources to build new combs instead of
changing the nectar into honey crop. Similarly early addition of hive body has its own
disadvantages as well because it becomes difficult for the worker bees to build the new combs
and to manage the unnecessary space created to them. The following indicative conditions can
be helpful to provide extra space for the bee colonies.
 When the colonies are observed from external, it is possible to see clustered bees at the
entrances of their hives.
 When the hive is open the whole combs could be covered with bees.
 Whitening of the tops of frames in the brood chamber or food chamber with freshly secreted
beeswax.

Methods of providing space to a colony
Starting at the onset of active season to build colony population and to provide space for honey
storage for nectar flow season, providing space for colony is one of the basics Proper
management in beekeeping. Success in beekeeping highly depends on providing colonies with
unrestricted room for brood rearing, ripening of nectar, and storage of honey, for the time of
year concerned on top of taking care for the colony’s health. As feeding continues and the
population increases, it is critical to make sure the bees have an adequate amount of space in
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the brood area. Therefore, adding extra hive body is necessary. In modern beekeeping, supering
additional box hive with frames and foundation sheet on top of the brood chamber for the
colony grows and store honey mandatory. For super adding, it is good to do it by pyramiding
to give the queen and workers instant access to two brood boxes thus increasing population
while reducing overcrowding. In pyramiding, mixing of frames with wax foundation and
grown out combs as shown in the following diagrams.

Where:
H = honey frame
H&P = honey & pollen frame
B = brood
E = empty frame (foundation)
Early Pyramiding (supering) can help relieve congestion and reduce the swarm impulse in a
hive whose population is growing rapidly. If the bees will need lots of space to store surplus
honey, it is possible to add more supers particularly for longer nectar flow seasons and areas.
Nevertheless, time to add supers must be before the main flow when the bees are using 70% of
the upper most boxes.
If the bees will need lots of space to store surplus honey, it is possible to add second super. But,
time to add supers must be before the main flow. The rule of thumb is to add a super when the
bees are using 70% of the upper most box (brood or honey super). Another indicator is the
presence of white, freshly secreted wax along the frames or the top bar

Second super
E

F

E
E

F

E

F

E

F

F

E

F

E

FIRST super
F

E

F

E

Base area
F = full frame E = empty frame
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Harvesting, extracting and storing the honey yield
Harvesting honey is the beekeeper's reward. As the honey flow progresses, the outer
combs of the hive will become filled with honey. The volume of honey crop indicate the
level of a year’s hard work and imaginative planning of the beekeeper. The bigger the crop the
more efficient has been the bee management. Ripe honey, is the end product of a long process
during which the nectars of plant undergo chemical change and as lose considerable moisture.

Indicators for ripening and harvesting of the crop
Beginners always and most experienced beekeepers in some cases ask the question” when to
the honey is ready for harvest or ripe?” The answer is honey is said to be ripe when the bees
cap it with a thin layer of bees wax. Thus, when most of a comb contains capped honey, it is
ready for harvesting. Thus any capped or sealed honey may be removed from the hive. Other
indicates for honey ripe includes strong aroma of honey smelling, clustered bees around the
entrance, lees bee traffic at entrance. But, all the indicates must be combined with internal
inspection for capping of honey combs is mandatory to harvest the crop. The reason for looking
caped honey is that partially ripe honey also has similar sines and it will disguise the beekeeper
and cause harvesting of unripe honey. The moisture content of uncapped (unripe) honey is too
high for the honey to be self-preserving. If uncapped honey is harvested, it will ferment. So,
care must be taken in harvesting honey even though the season is appropriate for honey
harvesting. However, during the nectar flow when nectar is coming in very rapidly it frequently
happens that the capping is a little bit behind so that beekeepers can harvest honeycombs when
about three fourths (70%) of it is caped.
For harvesting the ripe honeycombs, bees are best removed from the comb by brushing them
off. A little smoke can be used to get them started, but using too much smoke to clear the comb
off bees will give a smoky taste to the honey and take must be taken not to contaminate the
yield. Early cropping of ripen honeycombs is also important to avoid the consumption of the
store by the bees particularly if there is rain. Also, if honey flow season longer bees will become
idle and the available resources will be wasted as the space will be fully occupied by the store.
So early harvesting is important to force the bees for the second round honey collection either
for the bees for the coming dearth or for second harvest. If harvesting will be conducted in at
the late flowering period, leave some combs of honey to the bees for the upcoming dearth
period.

Extracting or pressing and storing the honey yield
Harvested honeycombs should be extracted (for modern hives) or pressed (for traditional or
transitional) as soon as possible after removal from the beehives in order to avoid granulation
in the combs, absorption of moisture if the humidity is high. For Extracting of the honey from
the honeycombs, uncap the seals for easy extraction (for easy flow of honey from the comb
cells). Then put the uncapped honeycombs in centrifugal honey extractor of various capacities
of frame holding. Extracted honey must be strained to purify it. The best and most convenient
time to strain extracted honey is immediately following the extracting process, as it is easier to
strain honey while it is liquid. In Ethiopia, the common material used for straining is a double
course honey strainer followed by clean muslin cloth for extra purification of the honey. Then
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the purified honey is stored in proper storage material. Improper storage materials affect honey
quality. Therefore, it should be stored in airtight food grade containers in dry and cold place
(less than 11 °C) away from direct sunlight.
Extracted frames and empty supers must also be given considerable care. They should be
cleared of honey to avoid granulates contaminating the next crop. This can be done by placing
them back on the original colony or otherwise having the bees clean them out under controlled
conditions to avoid robbing tearing of combs or spread of diseases. The empty supers must
then be stored where wax moths or rodent will not destroyed them if reduced for the colony.

Managements of bee products
Bee products are not easily perishable. However, each product has its own property and
demands knowledge based management for economic benefits. The major types of bee
products known for Ethiopian beekeepers and traders are honey and bees wax. Nevertheless,
processing, handling and storing of the products are very poor. This manual is focus on
management honey only.

What is honey and how should be handled?
Based on its source honey can be grouped into two major groups:
 Honeydew honey and
 Nectar honey/floral honey/ blossom honey

Honeydew honey
 Honeydew honey is a sweet liquid excreted by insects like aphids and a leafhoppers
 These insects pierce and suck the plant sap,
 After chewing the sap, they excrete much of the sweet liquid on the surface of leaves and
twigs
 Honeybees collect this excess food and store these as honey in the honeycomb.
 Such type of honey is not common in Ethiopia but can be obtained in areas where floral
honey is scares

Floral honey
 Floral honey is collected from nectar of various flowering plants
 Bees evaporate the water in the nectar and make ripe and seal to be stored in the
honeycomb
 Majority of honey types in Ethiopia is floral honey, we will focus on this type of honey

Properties of floral honey
Some of the major properties of honey include:
Hygroscopicity – behavior to attract and collect foreign materials like dust, water and various
aromas
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Granulation – every honey type granulates, but different honeys need different granulation
time length and different forms of granulation patterns
Color- honey from different botanical origins and geographical locations have different color.
The colour can be affected by type of minerals in soil on which the plants grow may affect the
color of the honey
Viscosity (resistance to flow)- honey has high viscosity because of its high sugar concentration
Density- relative weight compared to water, i.e., honey is heavier than water
Aroma and flavor- honey has unique aroma and flavor derived from the source plant nectar
and pollen collected
Refractive index- changes the direction of visible light when the light enters the honey
medium from the air.

Examples of some honeys from Ethiopia
Schefflera (Gatame) honey
Clear and transparent and has P-fund honey grader value range from 1.5– 3.5
Crystallizes very quickly, even in less than a month’s period
Crystal is variable from fine to coarse but does not form hard crystals.
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Vernonia (Girawa)honey
Very dark in colour with P-fund honey colour INDEX value ranging from 12.2 to 13.6
It granulates gradually and uniformly and with a very strong flavour and is relatively bitter in
taste

Honey management
The ultimate goal of beekeeping is to get quantity and quality honey. The quality of honey
mainly depends on pre and post-harvest management. For maximum honey production
(quantity wise), it requires:









Prolific young queens,
Stimulating early colony growth,
An ample supply of food (ideal apiary site)
Effective seasonally based management,
Optimum weather conditions
Prevention of swarming
Protecting from enemies and diseases
Moving colonies according to nectar flow

Management of honey quality
The production of a good quality honey starts from apiary, For example, harvesting honey
from brood chamber and old combs:
 Increases the pollen content of a honey
 Darken the color of honey,
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 Affects its odor
To get light color honey always use new combs. So remove old combs before brood
rearing starts
To reduce Moisture content of honey beekeepers can assist the bees to make their efforts
more efficient by:
 Providing proper ventilation of the hive;
 Slightly sliding the suppers and the lid to facilitate air circulation
 During harvesting harvest only by identifying only properly ripen honey (harvest
when 75% of the honey caped).

Contamination of honey
Since honey is a food, it should be free from contamination. Therefore, caution and care should
be taken to avoid contamination before, during and after harvesting until it reaches to
consumers.
Honey can be contaminated if it is from contaminated area (air or water or soil). As honeybees
are bio-indicators of air or environmental pollution, honey analyses can also indicate the
pollution of honey with radioactive substances, pesticides, antibiotics, hormones, heavy metals
and other impurities.
To minimize contamination, apiary should not be placed in contaminated areas. Beekeeper or
processor body and clothes have to be clean as honey is Hygroscopic (attract foreign odor to
be contaminated). Processing equipment and places must be food grade and clean/hygienic.
Processing areas and rooms must be free from dust particles and transporting and storing must
be in presence of any contaminant. Anything that comes in contact with honey must be
hygienic. Honey should not be exposed to insects and fly, use mesh wire at the windows and
doors during honey processing/extraction.

Storage and transportation of honey
Apart from improper processing and handling, storage and transportation under unfavorable
conditions spoils honey. Storage conditions should not create opportunities for:
 Increases of HMF amount,
 Decreases of enzyme levels,
 Darken the honey,
 Loss of its flavor
 Increases of its Moisture content

Storage conditions should be:






in air tightened containers
In dry places less than 65% Relative humidity
Away from direct sunlight
Low moisture content (managed at harvesting)
Storage temperature should not be favorable for fermentation (temperature <11 oC is
very good for honey storage)
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Warming honey
Honey should not be heated because many of minor components, which give honey its
specific aroma, flavor and enzymes are sensitive to heat. However, honey can be heated for
reasons like to strain granulated honey for fast handling, to prevent granulation itself and to
pack a granulated honey.
So, if it becomes mandatory, care should be taken during honey warming to control the
 HMF amount,
 Enzyme level (not destroy it),
 Vitamins,
 Aroma and flavor giving substances
During warming, it should be in water bath (as indicated in figure), lowest possible
temperature (40-45oC), shortest possible time and continuous stirring is very important.

Management of colonies during dearth period
When the harvest has been removed, the bees should be inspected immediately. The post honey
harvest period care of colonies is crucial to success in beekeeping. However, it often receives
the least attention because returns from care given during the dearth period often seems
minimal to most beekeepers. Nonetheless, it is important to remember that this year's honey
crop is made on last year's dearth period colony survival and care.
So anything necessary should be done to get them into good condition for the next early active
period (with enough population and healthy workers) to give maximum possible honey yield
during the honey flow. As in temperate region, there is no dormant period in Ethiopia

(tropics). However, there is colony population drops, even though the bees remain
active throughout the dearth period. Because of poor colony management, starvation,
weak colonies, or other unexplained reasons the decrease in colony population drastic.
In order to the population drops not leads to death or absconding, the dearth
management must centers on having sufficient stores and sufficient bees to cover and
protect the comb in the colony from wax moth and other pests attack. Having sufficient
honey stores in the colony is dependent on recognizing the need for them and not
harvesting all of the honey. The amount of honey to leave varies depending on the
length and severity of the dearth period. This can be learned with experience of the area
and beekeeping. If you are not sure about the length of the dearth period, leave at least
a full comb of honey for every two frames of brood in a colony. It is better to leave too
much than not enough. On top of this, activities such as reducing hive volume, feeding
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bee colonies to control absconding and migration due to short of food and protecting
colonies from pests are regular necessity in the dearth time bee management.

How to reduce hive volume in different beehives?
Reducing hive volume during the dearth period is one of the important activities to get colonies
in good condition for the next active honey follow season. Reducing hive volume helps the bee
colony to maintain the internal heat temperature easily so that the bee colony will easily cover
the entire combs. In addition to this, reducing volume helps to protect the colony from various
pests’ infestation like wax mouth.

In framed hive: the hive volume can be reduced by removing the honey super. However,
instead of removing all frames from the top with the super, it is very good to select only
the empty combs (without nectar, pollen), old dark combs and broken frames from all
the chambers and use the good ones from the reduced super in place of them. After
reducing the super, clean the frames by removing combs and hang them in aerated areas
for next season use. Strain the combs to be used for foundation sheet making for next
super or to store for other uses. Also, clean the supers and store at appropriate place to
use the next active period.
In transitional and Traditional hive: in top bar hive inserting modified partition board and
in the case of traditional hive, depending on the shape and length of the hive either put some
straw-ball for the colonies to survive in the limited portion of the hive during dearth period.

Feeding colony of bees
Though feeding bees is discouraged for most small Scale beekeeping projects, it may be
practical in some cases or useful in certain situations. When bees are faced the problem of food
shortage, we have to give them supplementary feeding, so little brood rearing cycle may
continue without interruption. In Ethiopia, there are two periods when it is necessary to feed
bees. These are:
1. during heavy rainy season and
2. during complete dry seasons of the year
These two major seasons are the most important seasons (periods) that the beekeepers can
describe as a time of famine in their beekeeping activities.

What to feed the bees?
Leave adequate honey during harvesting
Feeding sugar syrup
The concentration of sugar syrup to feed can be thinner syrup (One litter of water mixed
with one kilogram of dry sugar) provides a 50% sucrose solution to the bees in any kind
of feeder. If colonies are in feed shortage, 10 % of colonies will be lost prior to spread
of diseases and pests. Shortage of feed combined with economically important disease
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and pests became widespread, losses of colonies can increased from 20 to 70 %.
Therefore, proper feeding of the colonies during the dearth period can control this.
Table 3. Guide to mixing sugar and water to prepare sugar syrup
Water (litters)

Sugar (kg)

Syrup (litters)

1

1

1.575

10

10

15.75

If a beekeeper has 100 bee colonies that need sugar syrup feeding, how much litters of
water and how many Kg of sugar he need to prepare 200 liters of 50% sugar syrup?
To work out how much sugar and water you need to mix together to achieve 200 lit of
syrup at 50%, divide the amount of syrup by 1.575 to get the quantity of sugar and
volume of water. Therefore, to produce 200 litters of syrup you require 200 by 1.575,
which gives you 127 litters of water and 127 kilograms of sugar.

Feeding Pollen supplements/substitutes
Several experimental studies demonstrated a causal relationship between pollen supply and
brood production. It is conceivable that this relationship could be exploited in apiculture to
manipulate colony development through supplementary feeding though none of the protein
supplemental feds to honey bees is a complete replacement for natural pollen. In Ethiopia, use
of pollen substitute (pea, bean, chickpea and Soya bean) flours tested and found to be options
for dearth period feeds. However, the bees must provide with this materials in moistened forms
instead of in the form of power.

Methods of feeding the bees
There are two ways to feed bees.
 Hollow division bead feeder
 Outdoor (open air) feeding
However, no method is perfect, but depending up on the time of the year, strength of the colony,
one can use of the method for better effect.

Protecting colonies from pests and diseases
Protecting colonies from pests is another important aspect of management during dearth
periods. Wax moth larvae are by far the most damaging pest to honey bee colonies, yet simple
management practices can prevent this loss. Every combs in base hive have to be attended by
colonies. Leaving too much empty comb in the hive during the dearth also causes problems
with wax moth. Wax moth problems are a result of poor beekeeping. The beekeeper must
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think of the strength of a colony both in terms of the absolute population and in terms of the
ability of that population to protect all of the comb in the hive. If the colony does not have
enough bees to protect the comb, larvae of the wax moth begin to develop in them and destroy
the comb, leaving behind webbed masses.

Colony inspection
Beehive or colony inspection is one of the basic colony management methods, which enables
to monitor honeybee’s activity and ensure that the maximum strength of the colony coincides
with the maximum nectar flow in order to obtain optimum honey yield. Inspection is a very
personal thing. It differs from beekeeper to beekeeper according to available time per colony
and the reason for inspection. Generally there are two ways (method) of colony inspection:
external and internal colony inspection.

External colony inspection
During external hive inspection, the beekeeper should observe the following important points
i) The normal flying in/out of the colony which can be categorized as high, medium or
low forager.
ii) Type of food source being brought to the hive by the honeybees
iii) Whether the bees accumulated on the hive entrance, which can be due to swarm
preparation, ants or other enemies attack, and ripening of honey.
iv) Whether dead bees (extra ordinary dead bees) found on the entrance of the hive due
to starvation, poisonous by different chemicals

Internal hive inspection
This kind of hive inspection works for movable comb hives like top bars and frame type hives
only, but not appropriate for local fixed comb type hive such as Traditional hive.

Prerequisites for internal inspection
1) Always use only light coloured protective clothes. This just to minimize the sting by
using proper protective to handling of honeybees (bees are not so irritated by clean
and light coloured cloths).
2) Have good quality smoke source at hand
3) Keep working materials clean and protective clothes free of any odour that attract
bees
4) Keep your body clean (wash your body). But do not use any perfumed soap or
cosmetics.
5) Adjust working time- it is very important to carry out internal hive inspection either in
the early morning or late in the after noon
6) Select a clear and calm day for inspection. Do not open hive in bad weather (rainy and
windy days).
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7) Prepare all the necessary hive operation tools such as smoker, chisel, bee brush etc
and clean protective cloth for your safety.

Procedures for internal hive inspection
1) Fill your smoker with fire and good quality smoke source at least 10 minutes in
advance before you start hive inspection. This is because you may face serious
problem if the fire has gone after you open the hive for inspection.
2) Dress comfortably and carefully your light coloured and pre-clean protective clothes.
3) Then collect all your working tools within your reach.
4) Take your smoker and approach the hive to be inspected with gentle movement either
from sides or from the back. When approaching an established hive of bees with
intent to open, do not move in to the line of flight of the worker bees leaving for and
returning from the field. Approaching the hive directly in front of the entrance will
cause the guard bees alert and result in the complete communication of the colony.
Always approach the hive from the side or from the back. In order to suppress (calm
down) the bees, smoke of good quality must be puffed into the entrance.
5) After you reach the hive from the back or side, send at least five quality slow puffs of
smoke into the entrance of the hive. A few good puffs of smoke create
communication barriers in the guard bees and this in turn disorganizes the defense
system of the hive. Using smoke also prompt the bees gorge themselves with honey
and in this satiated condition, they are less likely to sting. Wait a minute for the smoke
to penetrate to the
6) corners of the hive to ensure that the disorganization of the colony is complete, before
opening the hive.
7) Then open the hive lid (the outer cover ) by using the chisel/hive tool.
8) To open the hive, place the hive tool into the tight spaces between the boxes and lid
and slowly press downward to break the propolis seal.
9) Next, lift (do not remove) the outer lid of the hive and shoot several puffs of smoke
slowly and replace the lid. Wait a minute and bellow smoke into the hive entrance.
This can complete the disorganization of the colony.
10) Do not over smoke the hive because over smoking can harm the bees and larva and
hot smoke can burn them.
11) After the disorganization of the colony is completed, remove the outer lid and place it
upside down near the hive for your easy reach and to makes a convenient resting hive
bodies during hive operation
12) Now you will be looking into the top bars of the top box or the top bars of the
transitional hive. A puff or two puffs of smoke blown across the top of the
frames/bars will induce the bees to go further down into the hive body.
13) Then start inspecting from one end of the hive.
14) Keep to use cool smoke and to a minimal when treating the colony during inspection.
15) Over smoking them will result in harming and may increase their aggressiveness,
totally to the opposite of what we are trying to achieve. .
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16) Take an end frame or top bar out of the hive and look at it thoroughly to see what it
has. After checking, put the first one or two frame after inspected on the hive cover
placed upside down near the hive with the upper end against the hive to create free
space for easy operation. This gives the free room to slide the remaining frames
around to easily beak the wax that binds the together.
17) Pull a frame or lift a top bar one by one and slowly rise by removing the cluster of
bees using the brush until all frames examined.
18) During inspection pay lots of attention and make several mental notes.
19) Later you need to transcribe your observation.
20) During inspection please note two precautions: first, the queen should not fall down
on the ground, second, the young brood frames should not place longer outside of the
hives to protect the brood in case excessive cold or dry wind prevail in the apiary.














Do not crush bees during the operations because this will reduce the working bees. On top
of this dead bees cause alarm and result in un controlled aggression of bees.
The important points to be observed during internal colony inspection are:
The presence of the queen: the queen is mostly found around the warm brood, nearer to
the egg laid, moreover, she could be recognized by the fresh eggs and newly hatched out
larvae
General pattern of the brood on each comb on both sides. In the healthy colony with
prolific queen you will see perfect oval from top to bottom and side to side with a
good combination of sealed pupa, larva of all ages and cells filled with eggs. On the
other hand, if spotty brood pattern, many drones egg etc. are observed, the queen is
said to be non-vigorous and the brood is said poor pattern
Swarm preparation: when bees form several /numerous peanut shaped wax cells, which
contain immature queen, and the hive is quite populous, it indicates swarm preparation.
Starvation: when there is no stored food (pollen and nectar) the colony is in need of
supplementary food.
Health condition: it is important to observe the signs or presence of any pests and diseases
of bees in the hive (such as wax moth, sugar ants etc. and disease symptoms).
Availability of space-during inspection, if the beehive is full of bees and brood combs,
with the upcoming season to be flowering period or is already in blooming state, the
colonies might swarm and supering should be an option.
If because of some reason frames containing brood are scattered, rearrangement the
frames containing honey on the two sides and frames of brood in the middle together in
one area (at the middle) of the nest to optimise the proper brood temperature. The honey
will naturally be stored in the upper portion of the combs or the brood comb if placed
between pollen and brood if cold prevent the queen from expanding the brood in nest.
Checking for the ripening of honey is also identified by inspecting the beehive internally.

After you complete the inspection of the super replace the removed frame and take the whole
super and place it on the outer lid near the hive. Inspect all the hive bodies in similar way. After
all the required data taken and the beehive arranged, in their original places, close the hive
carefully. By using occasional puff of smoke to control the bees, carefully replace the covers
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in their respective places to finish the hive inspection. Make sure that during this operation, the
queen is not injured and the bees are not crushed.

Seasonal Colony management calendar for different
regions of Ethiopia
Successful seasonal honeybee colony management entails the skilful application of knowledge
and practices that will fully utilize the productive capacity of the honeybee colony. The
objective of seasonal colony management is to coordinate the colony’s population development
with all the natural plant resources available in order to have the maximum number of foraging
bees when the major nectar producing plants are in blossom. Management problems in different
regions vary only in the timing of colony population development to coincide with the
location’s nectar and pollen resources as influenced by the climate and plant species available,
including their abundance and period of bloom.
In tropical countries like Ethiopia, the tremendous diversity of agro-ecologies and the honeybee
flora in specific localities limit the potential use of a certain honeybee colony management.
This call for knowing each and every of honeybee plant that prevails in a specific location to
make a better use of this piece of information and be productive beekeeper. Therefore, this
flyer is not prepared to guide beekeepers in the whole south and southeastern Ethiopia to
undertake every honeybee colony management at the same time, but rather to give them
information on the importance of knowing and understanding the diversity of the honey plants
and their blooming seasons to undertake the colony management practices accordingly with
their respective localities. However, seasonal colony management, wherever it is practiced has
four important phases that are to be done in every production cycle depending on the prevailing
climatic factors and the resulting availability of pollen and nectar for the honeybees. The four
phases of hive management common to beekeeping operation in any part of the country are:
1. Building the capacity of the foraging bees at the right time for the nectar and pollen
collection.
2. Providing space for the storage and ripening of the nectar into honey by the bees.
3. Removing honey from the hive and extracting it from the combs.
4. Managing the colony to withstand the dearth period after the honey flow.
Generally, the performance of honeybee colonies seasonally follows the patterns depicted in
the following diagram (fig 7). The repetition of the cycle in a year depends on the number of
honey harvesting seasons the area has. Some areas have only one honey harvesting season
while others have up to three.
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a. Beginning of active season: it is a time after dearth period when honey plants start
blooming. Following this, honeybees start pollen collection and subsequently brood
rearing. Hence, this is a colony transferring time for colonies to be hived newly. But,
for colonies that have been transferred in previous seasons and are already in improved
hives this is when the beekeeper has to remove old, dark and broken combs from brood
chambers and replace them with new foundation sheets. The same is true for colonies
in transitional and traditional hives. Transferring is undertaken during the first week of
active season (at the end of rainy season) in order that the bees could exploit the
available flowering plants in the long period ahead of them and build up their
population. Transferring is unlikely to be successful after the colonies spent a lot of
energy and time in brood rearing storing reserves in their original traditional hives.
b. Mid way of the active season: it is time when many honeybee plants are flowering,
abundant food resources and fast colony build up takes place. At this time, providing
additional space/ supering is required. This is when the beekeeper identifies all the
combs in the brood chamber are occupied by the bees and finds out about 4 of the 10
frames are filled with brood (eggs, larvae and pupae). For colonies in transitional hives,
removing the partition board from the hive is equivalent to providing additional space.
c. Queen excluder insertion time (optional), it is one month before the date of honey
harvesting.
d. Honey harvesting period, this is when the maximum adult honeybee population is
reached.
. Dearth period, the colony size is decreasing: time to reduce spaces, feeding, pest
management, etc
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SEASON
A = Transferring/Removing dark, old and broken
combs
C = Queen exluder insertion

B = providing additional
space
D = Honey harvesting time

Figure 7. schematic diagram to show the relation between colony strength and the abundance of the nectar and
pollen grains which are season dependent

This pictorial presentation is used to easily show how honeybee colonies’ population size
increase with season as the availability of nectar and pollen grains changes with seasons. The
best approach to understand and make use of this diagram is to know the honey harvesting
period. Then, starting from the date of honey harvest we can count back to know the period in
which other active season management practices should be conducted.
For instance, if honey is harvested on 30th of October, supering should not be provided at least
after 10st of September (50 days earlier). The best time for providing super boxes/ removing
partition for chefeka hives/ has to be done 8-10 weeks earlier than the time of honey harvest.
We should remember internal colony inspection to provide additional spaces and also the time
colonies need to build up depends on the climate of the area. Similarly, if Geteme honey is
harvested on 20th of April, again back counting, providing super boxes/ removing partition for
transitional hives/ has to be done 8-10 weeks earlier (in February) than the time of honey
harvest. We should remember internal colony inspection to provide additional spaces and also
the time colonies need to build up depends on the climate of the area.

Seasonal colony management in Northern Ethiopia
As already discussed in the introduction, seasonal colony management is very much area specific and
follows the performance of colonies that is influenced by the abundant honeybee plants in a particular
area. Therefore, beekeepers are advised to observe and understand the flowering seasons of the major
pollen and nectar supplying honeybee plants in their localities to better undertake timely colony
management and be productive in the business. However, various studies and observations show that
seasonal honeybee colony management in the major honey producing areas of the Northern Ethiopia;
mainly in Central, Easter and Southern zones of Tigray and Waghimira and North Wollo zones of
Amhara fall in the seasons indicated in the following table.
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Table 4: Seasonal colony management activities during the active season

Seasonal activities

Season the activity is
done

Transferring colonies, but for colonies that have been
already transferred and are in improved hive this is
when the beekeeper has to remove old, dark and
broken combs from brood chambers and replace them
with new foundation sheets
Providing additional space/ supering/ removing
partition of transitional hives
Queen excluder insertion time (optional)
Honey harvesting period

Mid August to mid
September

September to Mid October
October -November
November

Honey production and major honeybee plants in Northern Ethiopia
Northern Ethiopia is known for its huge beekeeping potential. Though the majority of the
region is apparently dry in most time of the year, in spring (September to December), after the
rainy season, the landscape changes and becomes greener. The honeybee colonies are well
adapted to take advantage of the very short time blooming of the existing honeybee forages
and producing high volume of honey. Most of the districts in Eastern and Central zones of
Tigray, Waghimira and North Wollo zones are designated as “honey sheds” and are under
intense development efforts by respective regional governments. In this region, we find the
famous Tigrian white honey (from highlands of Tigray) which is actually produced in districts
like Sekota and Lasta of Waghimira zone in Maket and Bugina districts of Northern Wollo
also. The white honey comes from mainly plants called “tebeb” in Tigrigna and “mentessie”
in Amharic (Becium grandiflorum) and “girbia” in Tigrigna and “yetej matebiya” in Amharic
(Hypoestes spp). Moreover, Acacia honey is produced in many parts of South, North Wollo
and some lowland areas of Tigray.
In northern Ethiopia, the major honey flow season lies from October to December. However,
June to July may give minor production of honey in some areas and seasons following the
“belg” rain. While, scarcity of honeybee forage extends from December to June and even July
in some areas that results in severe food shortage and high rate of colony absconding problem.
December to June needs strict dearth period colony management.
Table 5: Some of the major honeybee plants and their flowering seasons in some areas in Northern
Ethiopia

S/N
1
2

Areas (Zone,
wereda etc)
Central zone,
Easter zone,
Waghimira zones
Central, Easter,
Waghimira, North
Wollo zones

Bee forage name
Scientific
Common
name
name

Flowering season

Contribut
ion from
the plants

Resources it
offers
(Nectar/
pollen)

Cordia
africana

Wanza (Amh),
Awhi (Tig)

October- November

Major

Nectar

Becium
grandiflorum

Mentessie
(Amh)
Tebeb (Tig)

August- September

Major

Nectar &
pollen
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3
4

5

6
7
8
9

10
11

Central, Easter,
Waghimira, North
Wollo zones
Central, Easter,
Waghimira, North
Wollo, South
Wollo zones
Central, Easter,
Waghimira, North
Wollo, South
Wollo zones
Central, Easter,
North Woll zones
Central zone,
Easter zone,
Waghimira zone
Central, Easter,
Waghimira, North
Wollo zones
Central Zone,
Easter zone,
Waghimira, North
Wollo, South
Wollo zones
Central , North
Wollo zones
Waghimira, North
Wollo zones

Hypoestes
spp.

Yetej matebiya
(Amh)
Girbia (Tig)

September-October

Major

Nectar &
pollen

Guizotia
abyssinica

Noug (Am)
Nihug (Tig)

September- October

Major

Nectar &
pollen

September- October

Major

Nectar &
pollen

Year round

Major

Nectar &
pollen

October-November

Major

Nectar &
pollen

Bidens spp
Eucalyptus
spp

Adey ababa
(Amh)
Gelgelemeskel
(Tig)
Baherzaf (Amh,
Tig)

Euphorbia
candelabrum

Kolka (Tig)

Opuntia
ficus-indica

Beles (Amh,
Tig)

February- May

Major

Nectar &
pollen

Acacia spp.

Girar (Amh)
Chea/ Momona
(Tig)

SeptemberNovember

Major

Nectar &
pollen

September- October

Major

Nectar &
pollen

October and March
when “belg” rains

Major

Nectar &
pollen

Ziziphes
spina-christi
Euclea
shimperi

Kurkura (Amh)
Giba/ Gaba
(Tig)
Dedeho (Amh),
Kelawo (Tig)

Input supply cycle in Northern Ethiopia
Colonies: Having high availability of blooming honeybee plants starting from August through
September and October, the highest rate of colony swarming is found in September.
Beekeepers in these areas practice trapping swarm colonies that left their own hives, locally
called “meqdat”. They leave some colonies for swarming in smaller hives to be congested and
start initiating swarm. Then, prepare small basket bait hives and wait attentively, as they know
the swarming period very well, to catch the swarm as soon as it lands on fences and hedges or
bushes nearby. Trapping swarms from unknown source is very rare because of this practice.
Moreover, this part of Ethiopia is known for supplying honeybee colonies to nearby markets,
eg Maychew. Beekeepers also sell colonies among themselves. The price of a single colony in
basket hive ranges between 1000 and 1500 ETB in most of the Wollo, Tigray, and Waghimira
zones. Beekeepers in Lasta, Sekota also have long experience of supplying honeybee colonies
to fellow smallholder beekeepers.
Other inputs and protective clothes: inputs like beehives are found in market in most of the
towns from mainly microenterprises of organized youth groups. The government extension
offices also distribute beehives through cooperatives on loan basis. Protective clothes, smokers,
chisels and queen excluders are supplied by private businesses in big towns like Mekelle,
Dessie and Bahdar and many beekeeping cooperatives also are being involved. The number of
beeswax suppliers in this part of Ethiopia is very few and most of the time the government
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extension offices and NGOs purchase from suppliers in Addis Ababa and distribute to small
holder beekeepers on loan basis.

Seasonal colony management in West and South-western
Ethiopia
Similarly, Seasonal colony management in this part of the country has its own specific calendar
that the beekeepers should follow to exploit the performance of their colonies that is influenced
by the abundant honeybee plants in this particular area. Therefore, we advise beekeepers of the
area to observe and understand the flowering seasons of the major pollen and nectar supplying
honeybee plants in their localities to better undertake timely colony management and be
productive in the business. From some studies and from personal observations, seasonal
honeybee colony management in the West and South-western Ethiopia mainly fall in the
seasons indicated in the following table.
Table 6: Seasonal colony management activities during the active season

Seasonal activities

Season the activity is done
First active season
Second active
season
Transferring colonies, but for colonies that August - September
January- February
have been already transferred and are in
improved hive this is when the beekeeper has
to remove old, dark and broken combs from
brood chambers and replace them with new
foundation sheets
Providing additional space/ supering/
Mid September- Mid
March-April
removing partition of transitional hives
October
Queen excluder insertion time (optional)
Late October –Mid
April-May
November
Honey harvesting period
November- December
April-June

Honey production and major honeybee plants in West and South-western
Ethiopia
West and Southwest parts of the country have relatively high vegetation coverage that makes
the area highly potential for beekeeping. The natural forests of the country are mainly found in
these parts of the country. In some areas, the vegetation coverage reaches up to 70% of the total
land areas. It is not only the high coverage but also the rich species composition of the area that
makes it of tremendous potential for beekeeping resulting in 2 to 3 times honey production
annually.
The first harvesting season that runs between October and December gives multi-floral (many
plant species) honey types that mainly come from herbaceous plants like “adey ababa”, weeds
and other annual cultivated crops. The second honey harvesting season runs between January
and March, when important honeybee plants such as Vernonia spp., Coffee and Albizia give
surplus honey. Similarly, in the third honey harvesting season (April to June) about 70% of the
honey is harvested from different species of honey plants that are mainly shrubs and trees in
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the natural forests. But, the remaining 30% of it is harvested between November to March
(from first and second honey season).
The second and the third honey flow seasons can give a good harvest of mono-floral honeys,
produced from one species or species that are genetically very close. To harvest mono-floral
honeys, one has to apply proper colony management practices discussed in the active season
colony management. For instance, Geteme blooms before Bisana start to flower. Therefore, the
beekeeper has to manage his colonies to harvest pure Geteme honey and provide enough space
for the colonies to produce the upcoming Bisana honey. Otherwise, if the honey from Geteme
is not removed at the right time and the bees start to collect nectar from Bisana, both honey
types will be stored in the hive and harvested mixed. Therefore, providing additional space and
then inserting queen excluder has to be done for production of each type of honey following
their subsequent blooming. The same is true for harvesting any other types of honeys separately
as mono-floral honeys.
Table 7: Some of the major honeybee plants and their flowering seasons in some areas in Western and
Southwest Ethiopia

S/N
1
2

3
4

5

6

7

8
9

Zones
Bench-Maji, Keffa and
Sheka, Jimma zones
Bench-Maji, Keffa and
Sheka, Jimma, IluAbabora, Kellem, West
and Horo Guduru
Wollega Zones
Bench-Maji, Keffa and
Sheka Zones
Bench-Maji, Keffa and
Sheka, Jimma, IluAbabora, Kellem, West
and Horo Guduru
Wollega Zones
Bench-Maji, Keffa and
Sheka, Jimma, IluAbabora, Kellem, West
and Horo Guduru
Wollega Zones
Bench-Maji, Keffa and
Sheka, Jimma, IluAbabora, Kellem, West
and Horo Guduru
Wollega Zones
Bench-Maji, Keffa and
Sheka, Jimma, IluAbabora, Kellem, West
and Wollega Zones
Bench-Maji, Keffa and
Sheka zones
Bench-Maji, Keffa and
Sheka, Jimma, IluAbabora, Kellem, West

Bee forage name
Scientific
Common
name
name
Scheffleria
Geteme
abyssinica

Season of
flowering
MarchMay

Cordia
africana

Wanza

Albiza
schimperina

Contribution
of the plants

Resources it
offer (Nectar/
pollen)

Major

Nectar

August October

Major

Pollen grains &
nectar

Sesa

January May

Major

Pollen grains &
nectar

Croton
macrostachyus

Bisana

April-may

Major

Nectar

Aningeria
adolfi
friedrichi

Kerero/
Sha'o

JanuaryFebruary

Major

Pollen grains &
nectar

Vernonia
amygdalina

Girawa

DecemberJanuary

Major

Pollen grains &
nectar

Coffee
arabica

Buna

JanuaryFebruary

Major

Pollen grains &
nectar

Eucalyptus
globulus

Nech
Baherzaf

April-may

Major

Pollen grains &
nectar

Eucalyptus
camaldulensis

Kei
Baherzaf

Year round

Major

Pollen grains &
nectar
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10

11

12

13

14
15

and Horo Guduru
Wollega Zones
Bench-Maji, Keffa,
Sheka, Jimma , IluAbabora, West, East and
Horro Guduru Wollega
zones
Bench-Maji, Keffa,
Sheka, Jimma , IluAbabora, Kellem, West,
East and Horro Guduru
Wollega zones
Bench-Maji, Keffa,
Sheka, Jimma , IluAbabora, West, East and
Horro Guduru Wollega
zones
Bench-Maji, Keffa and
Sheka, Ilu-Ababora,
Horro Guduru Wollega
zones
Kellem and West
Wollega, Bench-Maji,
Keffa and Sheka zones
Bench-Maji, Keffa and
Shekazones

Syzygium
guineense

Dokma

DecemberJanuary

Major

Nectar

Guizotia
scabra

Mech/
Tuffo

SeptemberOctober

Major

Pollen grains &
nectar

Bidens
pychloma

Adey
abeba/
Kelo

SeptemberOctober

Major

Pollen grains &
nectar

Dombeya
torrida

Danisa/
Wolkf

OctoberDecember

Prunus
africana

Sombo

December

Minor

Pollen grains &
nectar

Ekbergia
capensis

Tikur
Enchet

April

Minor

Pollen grains &
nectar

Pollen grains &
nectar

Input supply cycle in Western and South-western Ethiopia
Colonies: Beekeepers in this region acquire colonies traditionally by hanging smoked beehives
on tall trees to be occupied by the new swarms. February to April and September to October
are the main swarm trapping seasons for the beekeepers. Because of presence of relatively high
honeybee population, catching bee colony swarm is not difficult task. However, in most cases
colonies are used only for one harvest season and the occupation rate of bait hives are certainly
declining from time to time. In western and southwestern Ethiopia, selling honeybee colonies
is not common mainly because of availability of swarms.
Other inputs and protective clothes: similar to many other parts of the country, inputs like
beehives are found in market in most of the towns from supplies mainly microenterprises of
organized youth groups. Mizan Rural technology promotion center supports in production and
distribution of beehives besides involved in training of microenterprises to produce beehives
in west of the SNNP regional state. The government extension offices facilitate short term
credits for beehives distribution to the beekeepers, though there are differences between
Oromia and SNNP in this regard. Inputs like protective clothes, smokers, hive tools and queen
excluders are supplied mainly from Addis Ababa by government extension offices and other
bodies. This part of Ethiopia is known for its supply of crude beeswax to the processors in
Addis Ababa and other big towns, but the supply of pure beeswax as input to the beekeeping
of the area is limited. Some private shops supply pure beeswax blocks and foundation sheets
in Jimma, Agaro, Bore, Bonga towns during mainly the first and second honey seasons.
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Seasonal colony management in South and South-eastern
Ethiopia
Again, this geographic location of the country has its own unique climate condition, vegetation
diversity and flowering calendar. Accordingly, special seasonal colony management cycle
must be adopted for beekeepers to follow their colony management activities. As in the other
two previously discussed areas, beekeepers in this specific region are advised to observe and
understand the flowering seasons of the major pollen and nectar supplying honeybee plants in
their localities to better undertake timely colony management and be productive in the business.
Seasonal honeybee colony management in areas of the South and South-eastern Ethiopia
mainly fall in the seasons indicated in the following table.
Table 8: Seasonal colony management activities during the active season

Seasonal activities

Season the activity is done
First active season
Second active
season
Transferring colonies, but for colonies that Mid August - mid
Mid February-mid
have been already transferred and are in September
March
improved hive this is when the beekeeper has
to remove old, dark and broken combs from
brood chambers and replace them with new
foundation sheets
Providing additional space/ supering/
September- October
March-April
removing partition of transitional hives
Queen excluder insertion time (optional)
October -November
April-May
Honey harvesting period
November- December
May-June

Honey production and major honeybee plants in South and Southeastern Ethiopia
The beekeeping production potential in south and southeastern Ethiopia can be grouped into
three broad categories. These classifications are based on seasonal and agro-ecological
locations. The first one is characterized by moist, huge natural forests and vegetation coverage
that provides honey production of two to three times harvesting frequency. This includes all
the forest areas of the southern Oromia: Guji, Borana. This area is also known for its well
established agro-forestry practices, e.g. Gedeo and Sidama Zones of SNNP. The major honey
production of the area is between April and June. In these areas, it is possible to produce monofloral honey types from Geteme, Croton, Vernonia, Coffee, etc.
The other important feature of beekeeping production system in south and southeasterner
Ethiopia is that of the September-December honey flow season. This season has huge multifloral honey potential that is produced from diversified natural and cultivated crops blooming
after the main “kiremt” rain. The midlands and highlands of Kembata Tembaro, Hadiya,
Guraghe, Silte and Wolayita zones in SNNP and Borana and Guji zones of Oromia have high
honey production in this season. Moreover, Dawuro, Gofa zones and Konso have also
significant multi-floral honey in September-November honey flow season.
Table 9: Some of the major honeybee plants and their flowering seasons in some areas in south and
southeastern Ethiopia
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S/N
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14

Zones
Guji, Borena,
Gedeo, Sidama,
Kembata Tembaro
Borena, Gedeo,
Sidama, Kembata
Tembaro
Gedeo, Sidama,
Kembata, Borena
Guji and Gedeo
zones
Gedo, Sidama,
Kembata Tembaro
, Borena zones
Kembta Tembaro,
Wolita, Hadiya
Dawuro
Kembta Tembaro,
Hadiya, Wolita,
Dawuro
Guraghe, Kembta
Tembaro, Hadiya,
Wolita, Dawuro
Wolaita, Kembata
Tembaro, Hadiya
Dawuro, Konso,
southern Omo
Southern Omo
Zone, Weito
Konso, Dawuro,
Southern
Omo,Borena, Guji
Konso, Southern
Omo
Sidama, Wolaita,
Kembata
Tembaro,
Dawuro, Konso

Bee forage name
Scientific
Common
name
name

Season of
flowering

Contribution
of the plants

Resources it
offer
(Nectar/pollen)

Croton
macrostachyus

Bisana

April- May

Major

Both pollen grains
and nectar

Vernonia sp

Gerawa

DecemberJanuary

Major

Both nectar and
pollen grains

Coffee arabica

Buna

JanuaryFebruary

Major

nectar

Scheffleria
abyssinica

Geteme

March- May

Major

Nectar

Cordia africana

Wanza

August September

Major

Both pollen grains
and nectar

Guizotia scabra

Mech

SeptemberOctober

Major

Both nectar and
pollen grains

Bidens
pychloma

Adey
ababa

SeptemberOctober

Major

Both pollen grains
and nectar

Eucalyptus
globulus

Nech
baherzaf

April-may

Major

Both pollen grains
and nectar

Eucalyptus
camaldulensis

Kei
baherzaf

Almost year
round

Major

Acacia sp

Gerar

March-May

Major

Ziziphus spinacristi

Kurkura

November

minor

Grewia velutina

Haroressa

SeptemberOctober

Major

Sorghum
bicolor

Mashela

August –
September

minor

Pollen grains

Zea mays

bekollo

June-August

minor

Pollen grains

Both pollen grains
and nectar
Both pollen grains
and nectar
Nectar
Nectar

The third important feature of beekeeping in Southern Ethiopia is that of the dry lowlands that
is mainly dependent on the woody natural vegetations like the various Acacia species, and
honeybee plants like Grewia bicolor and Combretum hereroense. These areas have little or no
kiremt rain but significant honey production. The area covers the majority of the south and
southeastern Ethiopia including lowlands of Borana, Guji, Konso, etc. Highly demanded liquid
Ziziphus spina-christi /kurkura/ honey is also produced in Southern Omo and around Weito.
The major honey harvesting in this area starts in June following the major rainy season (MarchMay) and lasts till August.
Input supply cycle in South and Southeastern Ethiopia
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Colonies: as aforementioned, the humid and natural forest covered parts of the southern
Ethiopia have 2-3 times honey harvesting seasons annually. In such areas, just like the western
and southwestern Ethiopia, it is possible o trap natural swarms in February to April and
September to October by hanging smoked basket hives on trees. On the other hand, in central
parts of SNNP (Kembata, Hadiya, Guraghe, Silte and Wolayita zones), the main honey flow
season is the September-November period. In these areas swarm is caught between August and
September. Beekeepers in the dry lowlands of the region trap swarm colonies during AprilMay. Generally, colony sell is uncommon in this part of Ethiopia due to cultural background,
relatively poor management to sustain colonies from one season to the next and also easy access
to natural swarm colonies.
Other inputs and protective clothes: inputs like beehives are found in market in most of the
towns from suppliers/producers mainly microenterprises of organized youth groups. The
government extension offices also distribute beehives through cooperatives on loan basis.
Wolayita Soddo Rural technology promotion center helps in production of hives working with
regional Agricultural Inputs and Marketing Agency and training of private beehive producers.
Protective clothes, smokers, hive tools and queen excluders are mainly supplied by government
offices imported from Addis Ababa. Collection and processing of honey is generally not
practiced and crude honey is supplied to market. Hence, acquiring beeswax as beekeeping input
is entirely dependent on the supply of beeswax from big markets like Addis Ababa and
distributed to small holder beekeepers on loan basis by government extension offices and
NGOs. Formal and standard mid and long term financial credit service from government and
private finance institutes to smallholder beekeepers are not available, just like in other part of
Ethiopia other than beekeeping input supply for one year credit facilitated by the Agency.

Honeybee pests and diseases management guideline for
Ethiopia
From the results of different diagnostic surveys conducted at different times in different parts
of Ethiopia, the existence of more ten honeybee pests and diseases that cause damage to
honeybees and their products were reported. Most of these pests and diseases are distributed
over large areas of the country. However, the frequency of the occurrence of individual pest or
disease might be higher in some areas than other areas; otherwise, none of the regions are free
of the pasts and diseases.
According to the existing reports on honeybee pests of the country, ants are given a number
one place followed by wax moth, birds, bee lice and small hive beetle. Most of the pests are
common to most parts of the country. However, the levels of their damage vary depending on
the pest type, agro-ecology, infestation level and the management practices of the beekeepers.
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Ants
Few types of ants are the most prevalent enemy of honeybees in most beekeeping areas of the
country, especially in moist or humid highland parts. Ants are not only the most prevalent pests
but also share the greatest complaint in causing serious damages to honeybee colonies and their
stores. Annual honey yield reduction due to ants caused in the country is estimated to be about
29%.
Small ants commonly called “kuchach” are typically found between frame top bars and outer
cover of the hive. These ants are detected as a problem of beekeepers in some regions (north
and dry areas) of the country.
Damages they cause
Larger ants
 They kill bees
 Rob their combs contents, i.e., honey, brood and pollen which results in reduction of honey
production
 Cause of aggressiveness and absconding of colonies
Small ants (kuchach), in the areas where they are considered as a problem
 They nibble and cause annoyance on the bees
 Sense of irritation on the beekeepers during hive inspections

Larger ants eating other insect
Larger ants on rotten material near the apiary
Symptoms
 Some dead ants seen in the hive or near the hive entrance
 Dead bees’ bodies that are broken into pieces as a result of ants’ attack
 In some cases, when the ants consume the resources comb debris observed on the
bottom board like a colony robbed by honeybees from other colonies
Prevention and control
Beekeepers in areas vulnerable to ants attack need to protect their honeybee colonies. Some of
the protective methods are outlined as follows.
 Remove brush and rotten wood from the apiary and cut the grasses and weeds around
the colonies to reduce ant nesting sites. Cutting down grasses and weeds, and cleaning
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hive area enable the beekeepers to detect from a distance if there are any ants
swarming.
Systematically seek out the nests of these invaders in the vicinity of the apiary and
when found, dig the area and destroy the queen, the eggs, and all the broods. This could
be the most effective method of ant control.
Avoid throwing any comb containing honey, nectar, brood and propolis that may
attract ants to the apiary then to the hive
Coat the posts of hive stands with used engine oil or grease
Fix a cone shaped smooth iron sheet or used tyre inner tube of a vehicle on the hive
stand posts. Frequent inspection is necessary to keep clean the cone shaped smooth
iron and inner tube. This is to avoid the formation of bridges of earth or vegetation.
A more reliable method to defend ants is to place the hive stand posts in tin or plastic
containers filled with used engine oil. Regular clean up is required to avoid the
formation of bridges of vegetation or earth or even the bridge of ants themselves that
can be crossed by ants and liquids need to be replenished frequently.
Maintaining strong colonies has its own contribution against ant defence. Strong
populous colonies of honeybees are the best defence against ants although in isolated
incidences the ants may over run a colony.

Wax moths
The adult wax moths are grey-brown in colour. Among the insect pests of the honeybees, the
greater wax moth, Galleria mellonella is the most serious pest next to ants in Ethiopia. In
addition to greater wax moth, comb damage is also caused by lesser wax moth (Achroia
grisella) unless controlled at an early stage. The severe damage due to the larvae of these moths
occurred in high temperature areas and during long warm season. Normally wax moths are not
a treat to well managed normal colonies. Combs occupied by bees are rarely attacked by wax
moths since strong colonies can defend themselves against wax moth. However, weakened
colonies can be easily affected.
Damages they cause
 The larvae of both moths feed on wax, pollen, cocoon of the bee larvae
 They can also cause damage to frames and even on hive bodies under serious infestation
Symptoms
It is easy to visually detect based on the followings symptoms.
 A tunnel through the comb midribs of weak colonies, stored combs, abandoned hives
and not well cleaned bee equipment is seen
 Formation of silk cocoons on the sides of frame bars or top bars
 A mass of webs and debris left behind (see fig. c below)
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Combs devastated by wax moth with clearly seen debris.
Prevention and control
 Maintain strong and healthy colonies, and inspect weak colonies often. This is most
effective method of fighting against wax moth.
 Employ all management practices like provision of adequate food, reducing supers and
unoccupied combs and reducing the hive entrance can effectively minimize the wax
moth if applied during dearth period
 Remove the infested combs and debris on the bottom board for already infested colonies
 Remove empty (absconded) hives with combs and manage the combs properly
 Remove pieces of wax scattered around the apiary, having a neat apiary is the best tool
to keep the moth under control
 Processing crude beeswax and combs after honey harvesting
 Never store unprocessed combs with frames or combs from hives from which colonies
have absconded

Bee eating birds
Birds prey upon many insect species and honeybees are among these insects. The level of
damage caused by bee eating birds varies. An attack by a single bird or by a few together
seldom causes a serious problem. But when in a large mass on a few colonies or an apiary,
causes substantial decline in the bee population. In our case the attack is more serious during
cool and wet season, windy and cloudy days. Under these conditions they attack bees not only
by landing on the entrance but also pick them while they are collecting nectar, pollen and at
water collecting areas.
Damage they cause
 They cause honeybee population decline under mass attack
Symptoms
 Unlike other pests, there is no clear symptom of birds after attack
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Make apiary observation during cool and wet season, windy and cloudy days where
there is bird attack or not

Bee eating bird waiting for a bee being on the hive stand
Prevention and control
Complete eradication of bee eating birds is very difficult. However it is possible to reduce the
effect of birds on honeybee population through reducing bird number using different
prevention methods. The following methods can help the beekeeper to reduce their population.
 Look for the nests of bee eating birds and destroy the nests found around the apiary
 Strengthen the colony so that the bees can fly faster and skip
 Use slings and whips to scare and drive away the birds

Honey Badger
Honey badger (Mellivora capensis) is the animal known by the names ‘Hama or Hamakosi or
Hamagota or Kefo defi’ in different localities of Ethiopia. It is a serious pest of honeybee
because it consumes everything found in the hive and does extensive damage to equipment,
especially in the areas where it is more common. It pushes the hive until it falls and spill out
the content. Either by inserting its hairy tail into hives or by scratching at the entrance, a honey
badger tempts bees to come out of the hive, or as the bees crawl out, the honey badger eats
them. As a result, the apiary could become devastated in a short period of time if the beekeeper
does not take some counter measure to protect colonies.
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Honey badger, photo taken from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki
Damages it causes


It feeds the whole hive content (bees, brood, honey & nectar)



Destroy hive and hive parts

Symptoms


The bees become defensive



Grass near hive entrance is torn out



Scratch marks on the hive front or earth at hive entrance



Hive lids are off or skewed



The colony becomes weak for no other apparent reason



During wet season, area near the entrance is muddy after a rain, and tracks and scat can
be seen

Prevention and control
Discouraging and eliminating this pest may be accomplished by:


Shooting and trapping is a possible way but very temporary control measures. These
actions may go very much against efforts by others to manage and conserve wildlife.



Placing a strip of carpet tacking, nail side up, on landing board



Tie hives onto firm objects



Reduce the hive entrance so that a badger is not able to insert its tail.



Fence around the apiary with thorns. Woven wire is also recommended for fencing.
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In the case of traditional beekeeping hang hives on a tree or two poles and place smooth
iron sheet around the tree as it slipper while try to climb



Moving hives closer to human habitation may be much more effective against this pest.
Some beekeepers also use dogs to scare away the badger.

Small Hive Beetle
The small hive beetle (SHB), Aethina tumida Murray, is a honeybee (Apis mellifera L.)
colonies pest native to sub-Saharan Africa. The adult beetle is dark brown to black in
colour. Its larvae are similar in appearance to wax moth larvae but smaller than wax moth
larvae. But anyone can differentiate the hive beetle from wax moth larvae by looking at their
legs. Both species have three sets of legs on the thoracic segments, but small hive beetle larvae
lack the series of paired prolegs that run the length of the wax moth larva’s body.
Before 2006 there was no any report on its incidence in association with honeybee hives in
Ethiopia. It was lately discovered in the south and south west parts of the country. Since then
subsequent studies indicated its wide distribution in most parts of the country. Small hive beetle
is ranked among the five top honeybee pests in the country even though its economic
importance is not quantified.

Small hive beetle, an adult male small hive beetle, Aethina tumida Murray
photo taken from http://entnemdept.ufl.edu/creatures/misc/bees/small_hive_beetle.htm
Damage it causes
 Adult small hive beetles consume the resources of the colony
 Adult beetles leave their excreta in the honey, causing it to ferment and run out of the
combs
 Larvae also tunnel into through combs, damaging it, killing brood, and eating stores of
honey and pollen
 Can cause colonies to abscond
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Destroy the marketability of honey and rendered combs, make them useless

Field symptoms
 When a hive containing beetles is opened, they can be seen running across the combs
to find hiding places
 Adults may also be detected under top covers or on the bottom boards
 If an infestation is heavy, both adults and masses of larvae may be seen on the combs
and bottom board
 Like in the case of wax moth infestation combs can be full of holes
 Unlike wax moth larvae do, beetle larvae do not produce silken tunnels, webbing, or
cocoons in the hive
Prevention and control
 The best defence against hive beetles is to maintain strong, healthy colonies. Strong
colonies can defend themselves against this pest, whereas weak colonies cannot.
 In areas where this pest is found, keep your honey house clean; do not store full supers
for long or leave honey filled wax capping exposed
 Use small hive trapping to suppress its population. Traps baited with pollen dough
conditioned by allowing male SHB to feed on it for 3 days are effective in capturing
SHB if the traps are located in a shade closer to the apiary.

Varroa mite
Varroa mites are reddish-brown (tick-coloured) with flattened and oval body shape. The Varroa
mite, Varroa distructor, is an external parasite of honeybees that has gained worldwide
importance. Though this serious pest has been found in most countries of the world where
honeybees are found, there was no any report from Ethiopia until 2011. But nowadays
infestation of local honeybees is evident. The economic or colony loss due to this pest in
Ethiopia is not yet well studied. However, colony mortality of A. mellifera in temperate regions,
unless treated, approaches 100% indicating that V. destructor has become one of the most
serious threats facing both managed and feral honeybee colonies, beekeepers and the
beekeeping industry as a whole.
This mite is known to feed on the hemolymph (blood) of both adult bees and the brood. The
mites use their mouth parts to penetrate the bodies of the developing bees (pupae) and drain the
body fluids, literally sucking the life out of the infested pupae. Several mites per cell may be capable
of killing or deforming the developing pupae. The puncture wounds made by the mites also serve
as portals that allow viruses and other disease causing organisms to enter the bee’s circulatory
system. Viral and bacterial infections are common within infested colonies, and may be
transmitted by the mites or opportunistically invade weakened colonies. Honeybees deformed
by Varroa mites are usually small, have only string-like wings, no stinger, and generally appear
weak. Those bees that have been fed upon by Varroa mites, but have not been deformed, may still
have a shorter lifespan than normal.
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Damages it causes
The damage varroa mite does to bees is probably:
 Reduced flight activity of foraging bees
 Weight loss
 Reduced life span (by 34-68%)
 Reduced blood volume
 External damage (chewed wings, legs, stunted growth) if more mites per cell
 Transmission of virus and other pathogens
Thus, clearly detection and treatment are imperative to keep your bees from perishing.
Field symptoms
 Presence of adult mites on adult bees, brood, or in hive debris on a bottom board

Adult mites on pupa, photo from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Varroa_destructor
 Adults with shortened abdomens, misshapen wings, and deformed legs; there can also
be bees crawling on the ground
 Dramatic decline in adult population and brood area, with spotty brood pattern
Methods of field diagnosis
The following basic techniques are used to assess the presence of varroa mites in a colony.
1. Drone brood inspection or visual inspection. It is the quick method to assess the
presence of varroa mites. Steps to be followed:
 Pick a frame with capped drone brood
 Pull the capped drone pupae until the pupae pulled out of their cells
 Examine pupae carefully. The mites are clearly visible.
2. Sticky board
 Prepare a sheet of paper and a mesh that is bee proof
 Coat the sheet of paper with glue or other sticky substances and place on a
bottom board in a colony
 Varroa mites will occasionally fall off and will stick on to the board
 Check the debris on the sheet of paper every three days whether there are some
mite or not. This method is also a reliable way to get an idea how infested a
colony is.
3. Using detergent solution (Omo, fluid soap, etc)
 Collect approximately 100 to 300 adults bees from a hive in a wide jar mounted
with a lid having a piece of 8-mesh
 Add some 70% ethanol to kill the bees in the jar
 Drain out the ethanol through the mesh
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Pour detergent solution to jar and shake the jar vigorously (the detergent is used
to dislodge the mites)
First sieve the bees out of the solution using larger mesh size, and then pour the
solution on white cloth with fine mesh. The mites are clearly visible.

Prevention and control
The control of V. destructor is one of the most difficult tasks facing apiculturists and beekeepers
throughout the world. The mite is a highly successful parasite, whose life history is well
synchronized with that of its host. Two principal approaches to its control are currently
available: chemical control and hive manipulation techniques, sometimes referred to as
‘biological control’. In Ethiopia, since the effect has not been studied none of the control
methods is being under use.
Use the following hive manipulation methods to minimize mite population:
I.
Trapping
 Look for empty drone frames and give to infested colonies so that they will be
used for drone brood rearing. This will help the mites to rear in the broods.
 Remove the frames, containing the mites trapped inside the cells, when the cells
are sealed
 Destroy the broods
II.
Trap the mites in worker brood frames by using vertical queen-excluders
 Confined a queen between two excluders and allowed to lay eggs in one frame
only
 Female mites in the colony will be attracted to this brood frame start to breed,
meanwhile the cells become sealed
 Remove the frame from the hive
 Destroy the brood cells infested by the vorroa mites
 In the long run look for mite tolerant stocks

Bee Louse
Braula coeca, commonly known as the bee lice, is actually not a louse but a wingless fly that
feeds on honey. The adults are small and reddish brown in colour. Its smaller size and reddish
brown colour appearance resembles it with Varroa jacobsoni.
In general, bee louse are harmless, provided that there is only a minor infestation. However,
they must be classified as pest insects because in case of sever infestation they can affect a
colony.
Damages
 Under sever infestation, they reduce considerably the laying capacity of the queen
 They disturb a colony
Symptoms
 Bee louse tunnels under honey cappings
 Most cases several adult flies may be seen on the thorax of a queen, usually only one
will found on a worker if there is an infestation
Prevention and control
The application of nicotine (tobacco) smoke has a certain effect on defence of these pest insects
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Diseases of honeybees
Honeybee diseases are classified into two groups based on which age group the diseases attack.
These are known as brood and adult honeybee diseases. The diseases are caused by different
causative agents like bacteria, protozoa, fungus and virus. The ways of their transmission from
the sick colony to the healthy ones also vary from disease to disease.

Brood honeybee diseases
Based on different studies conducted at national level very few numbers of brood diseases have
been reported. Chalk brood is nearly the only important brood disease. This shows that unlike
the other world, brood diseases are not common in Ethiopia.

Chalk Brood
Chalk brood is the fungal disease so far identified in this country. As its name implies, it affects
honeybee brood. The causative agent is the fungus Ascosphaera apis. The fungus only forms
spores during sexual reproduction. The most susceptible larvae are four days old.
Effect on colony
 Under suitable weather conditions, chalk brood might reduce honey production but
usually will not destroy a colony
Ways of transmissions
 Wind
 Nectar, pollen, and water
 Drifted bees or diseased robber bees
 An infected queen
 Bee equipment
 During food exchang
Symptoms
 Presence of hardened, white or black “mummies”
 Mummies are typically found on the bottom board.
 Mummies are also found on the ground directly outside the front entrance of a hive

Brood killed by chalk brood: white and black mummies.
Prevention and control
 Chalk brood is largely a disease caused by stress. Thus maintaining a strong, healthy
colony is the best preventive way of the disease.
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Chilling may also increase chalk brood, so ensure that there is an adequate adult
population to keep the brood nest warm during cold weather
Moves hives to sunny location, with plenty of air ventilation, and dry conditions
Take out infected combs and melt them; replace with new foundations
Keep bottom board dry throughout the year

Adult honeybee diseases
There are two commonly known protozoan adult honeybee diseases in the country namely:
Nosema and amoeba. In temperate region, these diseases cause extensive losses to bees if not
treated. But at the present situation, the diseases are everywhere in the country and reported to
cause minimal losses of adult bees.

Nosema
Nosema, the common adult bee disease is caused by a microscopic protozoan called Nosema
apis. This spore forming protozoan invades the digestive tracts of honeybee workers, queens,
and drones. Spores of the disease are ingested with food or water by the adult bee. The spores
germinate and multiply within the lining of the mid-gut. High incidences of nosema are directly
related to stress such as periods of long confinement, rapid brood build up and bad weather.
Effect on colony
 Sever infestation can lead to reduction in a honey crop
Ways of transmissions
 Through ingestion of spore contaminated food or water by adult bees
Symptoms
 There is no single symptom of the disease
 Adults may have distended abdomens and defecate within the hive rather than take
cleansing flights
Prevention and control



Since the disease can be caused by stress, maintaining strong, healthy colonies is the
best means of prevention
Use good colony management practices including:
 Provide fresh water and feed to individual colony
 Locate hives at sunny sites, sheltered from piercing cold wind but with good
ventilation
 Maintain adequate stores of pollen, honey or cured sugar syrup or bees should
be fed with heavy sugar syrup (2:1 sugar to water)
 Keep only clean combs; replace combs with new foundation sheets seasonally

Amoeba
Another protozoan adult honeybee disease is the amoeba. The amoeba that affects honeybee is
called Malighamoeba mellificae which forms resistant spores called cyst. A single bee can have
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a half million cysts within three weeks of the initial infection. It can infect all adult honeybee
casts. The bees ingest the cysts from contaminated food, water, fecal material or elsewhere in
the hive. It is reproduced in the intestine.
Effect on colony
 Colony population dwindling as bees die away from the colony
 The effect of heavy infestation results in reduced honey yield
Symptoms
 No good symptoms of infection, identification by analysis of bee abdomens
 May see defecation in the hive, weak, crawling bees and retarded colony build up at the
beginning of active season
 Heavy infections may lead to dysentery
Prevention and control
 Maintaining hygienic conditions in the apiary and at the water source
 Replace those combs that are contaminated with fecal materials as in Nosema

Honeybee diseases and pests threats
Over the past decade, world apiculture has been faced with many threats including diseases
and pests, which has led to the listing of honey bee diseases in OIE (World Organization for
Animal Health) Terrestrial Animal Health Code. Listed diseases include, American Foulbrood,
European Foulbrood, Small Hive Beetle infestation and Varroasis. In Ethiopia, these diseases
remain unreported to date as indicated in the World Animal Health Database. But small hive
beetle had been identified more than 10 years ago while varroa was reported six years before.

Recent analysis on the status of honeybee pests in Ethiopia
Varroa mite
Even though varroa has not been reported in World Animal Health report database, the mite is
confirmed to exist in Ethiopia. This pest has widely distributed through most regions. But its
prevalence for the whole country is not established. Besides the prevalence and its presence
the annual production loss due to this mite is not estimated yet. Varroa is a serious pest of
honeybees around the world. Collapse of colonies is seen as predictable where the pest is not
controlled. In African countries like Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania interestingly the African
honeybee seems to be resistant to the mite, coexisting with the mite without being affected by
its parasitic activities as explained by bee researchers in the respective countries. Preliminary
observation in Ethiopia also shows the same. However, this idea needs to be supported by a
research. Varroa mite has been reported recently in Ethiopia. Nevertheless, the mite is now
found over large areas in Ethiopia and its eradication is thought to be unfeasible. So far the
threat level of varroa to beekeeping sub sector in Ethiopia is not well understood. Therefore, it
could have devastating effects to the sub sector and has also to be monitored seriously nation
wise.
Small hive beetle
In Ethiopia, the small hive beetle was first reported from Southern People Nations and
Nationalities Region in 2001. By the year 2008 small hive beetle was reported in four zones of
Oromia Regional State (East Harageghe, Borena, Arsi and East Shoa), extending to other zones
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of Oromia (East Wolega and West Shoa) in 2011. This evidences show the spreading out of
the beetle. At this rate of spreading, it could have overwhelming effects to the sub sector.
Therefore, a nation wise monitoring system should be there for this pest.
Wax moth
However the wax moth pest is widespread in the country, devastating bee productivity as the
moth larvae feed on wax and hive debris leaving behind an extremely sticky white web.
Ultimately, the larvae destroy the brood comb causing death of the brood within a very short
time if unchecked.

Recent analysis on the status of honeybee disease in Ethiopia
The existence of exotic diseases like American foulbrood and European foulbrood in Ethiopia
has not yet reported. In short, the threats associated with honeybee diseases could be come
from both those that are already present in the country (endemic) and those which have not yet
been detected (exotic). Corresponding measures are necessary therefore both to prevent the
introduction of new diseases, and to manage the impact of those that are already present.
Nosema
The adult honeybee diseases, Nosema apis and amoeba, have been known for at least 25 years
and is generally considered to have a low impact. As a result, less attention has not been given
to their monitoring. Thus, additional work is required to establish their level of threat.
American foulbrood (AFB)
AMF is a bacterial disease caused by the spore forming bacterium peenibacillus larvae. The
spores are extremely hardy, are resistant to heat and chemical treatments and can survive for
many years in scales from dead brood, hive products and beekeeping equipment. Destruction
of hives and related equipment is therefore necessary to destroy AFB when it is detected.
European foulbrood (EFB)
EFB is closely related to American foulbrood in symptomology. However, the causative
organism, the bacterium, Streptococcus pluton, does not form spores, and so the disease is
considered less problematic than American foulbrood. The bacterium generally only attacks
younger larvae. EFB is an economically serious disease of honeybee larvae where it exists.
Unlike AFB, EFB may be treated with antibiotics where infestation levels are not too severe.
EFB is usually introduced through husbandry activities but can also be transmitted by the
varroa mite.
Generally, preventing and controlling the threats posed by these diseases and pests requires
risk management including the application of legislative and regulatory measures to prevent
their introduction (for exotics) and spread (endemic ones). In all cases, one of the strategies for
limiting the presence and spread of these diseases and pests is observance of good husbandry
practices in beekeeping. Beekeepers also may spread diseases by moving equipment and
colonies from contaminated hives to healthy ones. Thus, there should be a communication
system to alert the occurrence of outbreak or endemic honeybee diseases and pests to take a
measure at early stage.
In the present context, biosecurity measures are one of the main ways of minimising and
managing threats to honeybees from diseases and pests. The regulation and control of
honeybees reflects the common application of animal health controls at different stages. In this
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regards the country has a proclamation on apiculture resource development. As stated in No.
660/2009, there is a clear regulation on the importation of live bees, raw bee products and used
bee equipment to protect indigenous honeybee species from exotic honeybee diseases and pest
threats:
a) importation of live bee species or used beekeeping or processing equipment or materials
shall be prohibited
b) importation of raw honey, beeswax or other bee product shall be accompanied by
hygiene inspection certificate signed by the appropriate authority of the country of
origin
c) hygiene certification may be requested or inspection may be required on any used
beekeeping equipment in transit to the country unless the packaging requirement is
recognized.
These regulations at pointy of entry by themselves may not be enough to prevent and control
threats. Additionally, post-entry controls including surveillance and inspection measures to
detect the presence and status of diseases and pests, or movement restrictions to contain a
disease and/or a pest should be the crucial part of the system. For instance) in the event that the
disease or pest existence is confirmed, and treatment or destruction measures to manage or
eradicate the disease or the pest is also very important

Management of Information and Communication
The Livestock State Minster, Animal Health and Apiculture Departments will keep all
interested parties informed of developments of the outbreak as they emerge. The precise nature
of any communication will depend on the circumstances at the time. The Animal Health &
Apiculture Departments will be the focal point of communication for the main stakeholders
including beekeeping associations (at each level) or organisations, livestock agencies at
regional, zonal and district levels and individual beekeepers.
The two departments will be responsible for situation updates through gathering and processing
information on pest or disease incidence. This system will help to rapidly disseminate
information, and be updated regularly, or at the very least when there are significant
developments to report on media or/and website. The information on media or/and website
may include:
 Full details of the legislative infected areas, control measures and restrictions. This will
include maps of the outbreak areas and the surrounding.
 Advisory and technical information on biology of the pests or diseases and detection
and control methods
 Details of how to package and send samples to prevent, as far as possible, the risk of
spread of the (suspect) pest or disease during transit
In the case of endemic diseases and pests, the information flow may not go up to the top in the
flow diagram. Rather, the suspected disease or pest might be identified and get feedback by the
experts at a lower level. If not at the lower level, it can get a feedback from Holeta Bee Research
Center (HBRC) with the proposed control mechanisms.
Information required to give feedback on disease or pest outbreak in certain locality
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In the first instance, information to be obtained during assessing the outbreak or endemic
to be reported is likely to be sparse and a picture will only materialise as developments on the
ground are understood, lines of communication established and the position clarified.
Assessing the effect of an outbreak or an endemic on the beekeeping sector is likely to be
gradual. The following information, at the very least, would be needed to help support the
decision making process and any ensuing actions:
 Nature of the outbreak (fast effect, slow or high spreading ability, acute or chronic)
 Extent of the outbreak, area and bee population affected
 Whether the outbreak can be eradicated, or contained and controlled
 Beekeepers and apiculture businesses affected
 If action is needed, what can be done and who can do it? What measures would be
needed?
 Which interested beekeeping organisations need to be kept informed?
For the outbreaks Livestock State Minister, Animal Health and Apiculture departments will be
responsible to analyse the information and conclude the level of the outbreak and finally
forwards measures to be taken. The endemic ones can be analysed at district or zonal or national
labs level. Measures to be taken will also suggested at the respective level.
Directions for sending diseased brood and adult honeybees for diagnosis to HBRC LAB
The diagnostic accuracy of any bee disease depends on the condition of the sample. Mail the
sample in a wooden or heavy cardboard box (eg. match box). The sample can be loosely
wrapped in a paper bag, newspaper, and so on, but avoid wrappings such as plastic bags,
aluminium foil, waxed paper, tin, or glass because they allow fungi to grow on the samples.
The HBCR lab accepts samples from anyone and most samples are processed.
Send all samples to HBRC Lab
Include a short description of the problem, along with your name and address. Clearly write
your name and address on the outside of the packing container.
Address (region, Zone, District, Kebele)
Samples of Brood
 The sample of comb should be about 4 square inches
 The sample should contain as much of the dead or discoloured brood as possible
 No honey should be present in the sample
 Wrap the probe in paper and send it to the laboratory in an envelope
Samples of Adult Honeybees






Send at least 100 bees in a sample
If possible, select bees that do not appear normal but that died recently. Decayed bees
are not satisfactory for examination.
Bees submitted for the diagnosis of diseases or pests should be placed in 70 % ethyl
alcohol as soon as possible after collection. In some cases if a suspected insect pest has
to be sent it should also be placed in 70 % ethyl alcohol.
All samples should be in leak proof containers
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